Title word cross-reference

(1, |N|) [KK21a]. (k, m, t) [PKS22]. (n, k) [GQ24]. (σ, τ) [KKM21]. 2 [QMC+20, RJH+23]. 3 [AJNS22, CSL21, FAM22, GBB22, HSL+22, LHWT20, TLH+22, YYM+24, ZQW+21, ZZW+22, ZKZ+23, ZX23b]. 2 [Faz23, LLR+21, RJ22]. 3 [CdRNB23]. 2 [xZIGCzJ20], i [RN22], c [KSS21]. ℓ [ST23b]. γ [YMZD21]. GF(2^m) [SV22d]. K [KUK22, LS23b, NJ21, PS22b, RRJ23, RP21c, VR22, AK22c, Ben21, CT21, ESS23, FYH+21, FM22, GZY+22, HVB22, LX22, WQY+22, WGLL23]. N [FHH+20, PJKO24]. n/2 [XHST20]. P [LML+23]. P(X > Y) [Çet23]. π [VPQ22]. Q [SKR+24, KB22]. t [WSL+20].

* [BWS+21]. *-Predictable [BWS+21].


4G [HYK21].

5G [BJK+24, BTDJ21, CAS24, CC22c, DL23, DJF21, KKS22, PCG+21, SKPV22, SCS+21, WLCW20, rSN21]. 5G-IoT [CAS24].

6 [TYL22]. 6-DOF [TYL22]. 60GHz [WXCY20].

8 [CLWX21]. 802.21 [XLXZ20].

9 [YKW20].


Acceleration [VMFL23, JPL22, SSN21]. Accelerator
[RSV24, ALB+20, BCP+23, GS21, ZYH+23]. accelerator-based [ALB+20]. accelerators
[GA24, NMS+22, ÖGS22, PBC+23, PSF23, RZVC21, ZSC+21].
acceptance [VB+22]. Access [LGW+22, AA23, Agr21, AAD20, BA24,
CRB23, CLC+20, DZCL22, EI22, HAAF22, dCBJP20, KM23a, KW21, KS24,
LWL+23, LYT+20, NA22a, NET21b, NKST24, PS22c, PP20a, RSMCP22,
SS23c, SLJ23, XSLG20, XZW+20, XZYW23, YSS+21, YF20, ZAB22].
access-control [dCBJP20, PS22c]. accesses [KHPH20].
accessibility [dCBJP20, PS22c]. accessing [KHPH20].


aeroacoustic [FZ23]. AES [MS21a, CL22a].


agrifood [ABC+21, BK22a]. agricultural [BP23b, Lin21, SHA+22, VDL23].

AlexNet-DrpXLm [MMR+22]. AlexNet-extreme [PS23b]. alfalfa [JA23].

Algorithm


aligning [ZWL+20]. alignment [EASR22, GCQ+24, LLM+24, PQKDT21, SY23, STH+20, dCMA23].

all-path [XZL+20b]. alleviate [GCQ+24, LLM+24, PQKDT21, SY23, STH+20, dCMA23].


YB23a, YKW20, YJY+21, YÇÇ22, YFdP+23, YSC+20, YSL+21b, ZSS22, ZR24, ZLD22, ZLZ22a, ZWJG21, ZJSJ20, ZJSJ21, ZHT+23, dOdMC+20].

**analysis-Challenges** [Kum21].

**Analytic** [AHW22, KUK22, PMS+21, RAN21, RG23, VR22].

**analytical** [KSB23, XSZ+20].

**Analytics** [DPS21, FPÁ+20, AJAA21, CJ21b, DA22, DYF20, JAC+21, KKR23, LLJ+20, MG21a, MMKA23, PLP22, RC22, RMS24, RGPC23, YÇÇ22].

**analyze** [BEJD22].

**Analyzing** [ATC23, EUYY22, GCP22, HLCH20, AS22a, KUK+24, YLT+21].

**anchor** [SA22a].

**Andhra** [DM22d].

**Android** [AT22, BD21, KRJS22, LZC+20, SKK21, XYLW21, YLS+23].

**ANFIS** [JM23, AA23b, GKAO20, KEK+20].

**ANFIS-based** [AA23b].

**angle** [LDS+23, LLJ+22b, YZ21, Zhu22b].

**angle-based** [Zhu22b].

**animal** [ETKD23, LHJ22].

**animals** [LLLX20].

**animation** [WZ24].

**animats** [QPS20].

**Anisotropic** [LCZY20, KSV22].

**ANN** [JHG23, RK23a].

**annealing** [KT20, SBB21, SCP20, SB23b].

**annealing-dominant** [SB23b].

**annotation** [RCYuRH21, ZJ21].

**anomalies** [AYKE21, GMSM21].

**anomalous** [ARS22a, JDG22, PMR+21].

**Anomaly** [ZHX+23, CR23, GSS23b, ND23, PD20, SKPD23, SZZ+21, TBNPQ23, VRS22, ZX20].

**anonymity** [LLM+22, PKS22, WGLL23].

**anonymization** [AM22, CSV22, JB24, LX22].

**Anonymous** [DLG24, FCX+22, HSR23, PDRM24, VDL23, VB22a].

**anopheles** [ATS22].

**ANOVA** [ZR24].

**answer** [YSK22, ZLM22].

**answering** [Che24, FDI22, KC20, YSK22].

**ant** [AD22b, JCL+20, PPK23, RP22, MT21].

**antenna** [GAM23].

**antennae** [PB22b].

**anti** [AB20b, CAAH23, SS22b].

**anti-counterfeiting** [AB20b].

**anti-jamming** [CAAH23].

**anti-phishing** [SS22b].

**antispoofing** [LCW+23a].

**AOA** [MKA23].

**AODV** [NM20].

**AOMDV** [SR22a].

**Apache** [ASL20, BVMM22, DSSH23, HXY20, HTZT23, RZ24].

**aperture** [GDSS22, MRS+21, SPHP21, XCM+20].

**APEX2S** [CSWC20].

**API** [CPQ+22, CJP+21, CM21].

**API-to-network** [CM21].

**app** [RM22].

**appearance** [KCP+22].

**applicable** [GM22a].


**application-centric** [ScdLV20].

**application-level** [AU23].

**Applications** [AA22b, Ano21-41, HFFA20, JB20, PJ21, SCH22b, SV22d, SKE22, Vin21, XZ20b, AB20a, AZM20, ABZ20, AAN+21, AS21, AA23b, ALR22, Ano21b,


Approximate [AA23, AJP22, CSD23, HYG20, MKRK23, MW21, Pan23, SPSP23, SK20b, WQY+22, XLYW20]. approximately [LFW20].


**B** [RB22]. **B-SCORE** [RB22]. **B2B** [KY23]. **B5G** [SAGS24]. **BAC** [WMQ+22]. **back** [FSFM22, Shi22b, TK22a]. **background** [LLSC22, XY22]. **backhaul** [IAQ20]. **backpropagation** [Cho20]. **backup** [WFY+22a, YLW+22]. **backward** [ZLV22]. **bacterial** [CÇ22a, Rav23, SK22a]. **bad** [TPT+22]. **badger** [DBD23, KMR22]. **bag** [SK20b, VPSM22, WLLZ20]. **bag-of-tasks** [SK20b]. **Bagging** [SP21b]. **Bagging-support** [SP21b]. **bags** [CKKK20], **bait** [PA23]. **balance** [DÖD22, LCL+22]. **balance-aware** [LCL+22], **balanced** [Liu24a]. **balancer** [AAK+21b, EASN22, FKO22]. **Balancing** [MV22, AB22b, AET+22, Agr21, AAG+22, AFNH21, BM22a, CDV23, CWFK23, DDUK23, FKO23, GP22a, HAS+22, HYK21, HLL+21, JAM24, KK22a, LLAV22, LCZ+20a, MSSM24, MG21a, MV24, NA22c, SHBC20, SMD+21, SKSN22, SSV24, ZBZ+20]. **ball**


Cloud-assisted [HT21, WGYZ22, CDR+23]. Cloud [HT21, WGYZ22, CDR+23]. Cloud-based [SK21c, XGZ+20, AR23, AYJ+22,
CSWC20, DWY⁺21, EI22, GLN23, HAA23, KQK⁺20, LCM22, ZS22]. **cloud-edge** [Wan22b, XCY⁺24]. **Cloud-edge-terminal** [ZYY⁺24].

**cloud-fog** [TT23b]. **cloud-Internet** [KB21]. **cloudlet** [TTA20]. **clouds** [BWT⁺20, BF24, GSZ⁺20, GFPG₂¹, KMZ⁺20, LGA⁺20, LXZ20, MSS22, MC24, NGOS22, NRMB23, PKKL21, RLD₂₀, RYG⁺21, SK₂₀b, WCGS₂₀, YSLX₂₂]. **Cluster** [PM23b, TS₂₁, AAK⁺₂₁b, AD₂₂b, CLC⁺₂₃, FPX₂₁, LZZ⁺₂₀, MS₂₁c, PS₂₂b, RJ₂₂, RSS₂₀, RZ₂₁, RSM₂₄, ST₂₂a, SPS₂₃, SS₂₃d, SP₂₃b, SM₂₄c, UMR₂₃, WWW⁺₂₀, ZZL⁺₂₀, ZHX⁺₂₁]. **cluster-based** [RJ⁺₂₂, cluster-optimized] [AD₂₂b]. **Clustered** [DD⁺₂₁]. **Clustering** [KGGM₂₂, AM₂₂, AŚ₂₂a, AP₂₃, AN₂₃, ANAMSAR₂₁, AV₂₃, ASRN₂₃, ATG₂₃, BYL₂₀, CT₂₁, CS₂₂, CH₂₁, DR₂₃, DΚH₂₀, FYH⁺₂₁, FM₂₀, GS G⁺₂₃, GΚ₂₃a, Gui₂₂, GBB₂₂, HVB₂₂, HYC⁺₂₄, HC₂₂, JB₂₂b, JSYΑ₂₀, JD₂₃, JLE₂₂, KUK₂₂, KRJS₂₂, KV₂₄, KHV⁺₂₀, KDS₂₂, LLAV₂₂, LLW⁺₂₀, LZW⁺₂₀a, LWZY₂₃, LWC⁺₂₁, LS₂₃b, LYF⁺₂₃, LAC₂₁, MLZ⁺₂₁a, MAR₂₃b, MKΑ₂₃, MS₂₁c, MB₂₂, NJ₂₁, OHRS₂₁, OBER₂₂, PPA₂₂, PS₂₂b, PLF₂₂, MR₂₃a, RGΚΚ₂₁, RPPP₂₃, RR₂₂, RP₂₁c, RSJ₂₁, RSJ₂₂, RF₂₃, RZ₂₃, SAPC₂₁, SMM₂₂, ST₂₂b, SZZ⁺₂₁, SPK⁺₂₂a, SSH₂₂, SCL⁺₂₀, TWW⁺₂₁, TNP₂₁, VS₂₂b, VRS₂₂, VR₂₂, WJL⁺₂₀, WYL₂₄, XLZ₂₀, YLL₂₂, YSS⁺₂₁, YYY⁺₂₀, YZZA₂₃, ZTF⁺₂₀, ZCL₂₁, ZS₂₂]. **Clustering-based** [KGGM₂₂, AM₂₂]. **clusters** [ASJ₂₁, Ano₂₁b, CdRN₂₃, CLYG₂₂, FKO₂₂, GΚ₂₂a, OXB₂₃, RR₂₂, SP₂₁a, TBT⁺₂₁, ZFW₂₃, NWT₂₁]. **CM3** [WWG₂₁]. **CNN** [AT₂₂, DR₂₂b, DSS⁺₂₃, HK₂₄, JM₂₃, JR₂₂, JAM₂₄, NWZ⁺₂₁, ÖTT₂₃, SKP₂₃, SMBM₂₄, SMR₂₃, SD₂₃, TA₂₂b, VK₂₃b, WHL₂₁, YLT⁺₂₁, ZYH⁺₂₃]. **CNN-ANFIS-based** [JM₂₃]. **CNN-based** [ΩΤT₂₃, CNN-BILSTM] [SMR₂₃]. **CNN-LSTM** [NWZ⁺₂₁, SMBM₂₄, JR₂₂]. **CNN-RNN** [DSS⁺₂₃, VK₂₃b]. **CNN-SVM** [TA₂₂b]. **CNN-wavelet** [WHZL₂₁]. **CNNS** [SZZ⁺₂₄a]. **Co** [MBT⁺₂₀, RS₂₀, ACC⁺₂₃, CZG⁺₂₀, DJGF₂₁, JDG₂₂, NWX⁺₂₃, SZZ⁺₂₄a, SRIB₂₃, Yu₂₀, xZIGCz₂₂₀]. **co-attention** [CZG⁺₂₀]. **Co-citation** [MBT⁺₂₀]. **co-creation** [ACC⁺₂₃]. **co-evolutionary** [DJGF₂₁]. **co-occurrence** [SRIB₂₃]. **co-operative** [JDG₂₂]. **co-optimized** [SZZ⁺₂₄a]. **Co-scheduling** [RS₂₀, Yu₂₀]. **co-training** [NWX⁺₂₃]. **coal** [CZ₂₁]. **Coalition** [MMS₂₄, ACC⁺₂₀, QHL⁺₂₄, SMD₂₂b]. **coastal** [GDL₂₂, PMR⁺₂₁]. **coaxiality** [PHZ⁺₂₄a]. **Code** [LK₂₂c, AKRR₂₀, CL₂₃, DK₂₁, DB₂₃, DΚH₂₀, GDCW₂₂, HLZ₂₃, HZW⁺₂₃, JKS₂₀, KT₂₃, KHPH₂₀, KG⁺₂₀, LPHK₂₀, LLL⁺₂₁, MT₂₂, OWB⁺₂₀, XAC⁺₂₀, XR₂₁, ZWL⁺₂₃]. **coded** [Ano₂₁-₃₇]. **codelet** [PWJ⁺₂₁]. **codes** [AKb₂₂, ALB⁺₂₀, FZ₂₃, KGE⁺₂₀, NVV₂₄, QNZP₂₂]. **codesign** [MAW⁺₂₂]. **coding** [Sin₂₃, MΚL₂₁]. **coefficient** [SAHΑ₂₂]. **coffee** [RTBC₂₃]. **cofferdam** [WJLC₂₁]. **Cognitive** [Ogi₂₀c, Ogi₂₀a, OO₂₀, SDSW₂₁, AMRH₂₁, Ben₂₁, Ben₂₂, CYC₂₁, CÇM₂₂b, DRMA₂₂, HV₂₁, HΗ₂₃, HL₂₃, JPN₂₁, LLW⁺₂₀, LG₂₁, MSS⁺₂₀, OT₂₀, OO₂₁, Ogi₂₁, Sáo₂₂, SX₂₁, SS₂₂f, TSB₂₃, ZX₂₃a, IVP⁺₂₃]. **CogramDroid** [BD₂₁]. **Cohen** [TSLL₂₁]. **coherence** [MP₂₀]. **coherent**
collusion [AEMS24]. collusion-free [AEMS24].
colliding [CA22]. collision [LSL20, SWK22, ZWC+23].
collusion [AEMS24].
collusion-free [AEMS24].
collaboratively [DCZ+22].
collection [HML21, LKR+22, NGXZ21, ZWX21].
collecion [HML21, LKR+22, NGXZ21, ZWX21].
collections [FKO23, YCL+22b, YOT+22].
collecitve [LFW20, MB21, SEM+20].
collaboration [IAO21, LGW+22a, XFPY24]. Collaborative [WWG+20, APL+21, GCSZ24, LTLX22, MLZ+20, NLB22, NMM21, NNJC23, NJ21, Wan24, XGCZ23, ZJ21, ZYY+24]. collaboratively [DCZ+22].
collection [HML21, LKR+22, NGXZ21, ZWX21].
collectives [IAO21, LGW+22a, XFPY24]. Collaborative [WWG+20, APL+21, GCSZ24, LTLX22, MLZ+20, NLB22, NMM21, NNJC23, NJ21, Wan24, XGCZ23, ZJ21, ZYY+24]. collaboratively [DCZ+22].
collection [HML21, LKR+22, NGXZ21, ZWX21].
collaborative [IAO21, LGW+22a, XFPY24]. Collaborative [WWG+20, APL+21, GCSZ24, LTLX22, MLZ+20, NLB22, NMM21, NNJC23, NJ21, Wan24, XGCZ23, ZJ21, ZYY+24]. collaboratively [DCZ+22].
collection [HML21, LKR+22, NGXZ21, ZWX21].

Concurrency [Ano21-41, CY22, FSWW21, Gun23a, JJZ +21, WHZL21, XZ20b]. concurrent [BJWY20, CY24, GB20, LALMGLG20, SNGK21, SZL +22, VNP +23, WCCC20, ZYPD24, dSNdL +23]. concurrently [SLC20].

Condition [BTT21, WJLC21]. Conditional [NGD +22, ZFF +21, BKK23, GLW21, LLL +24, OK22, PA21, ZCL21].

Conference [HFFA20, KSY23, SKE22, TC22]. confidence [LLMX21, WBL22]. confidence-based [LLMX21].


constraint-dividing [CZL +22]. constraints [DPdS +23, FJCFB23, JR23a, PLZL24, RS20, SSDY20, SWS +24, TWQ +21, USP +23, XYF223].

crack [WLL, +21b]. crafted [PR22]. crawler [JQ22]. crawling [GD22, KTU]. Cray
[BBB, HPH, KMRR, MGS, RT20, SSSR20, VBP].
[AAB, Ker22, KMRR, MGS, RT20, SSSR, VBP].
Crop [DM, JR, SHA, SM22c, SM23b, SM23c].
crops [SP22d]. CROSA [BABLH]. Cross
[SSP22, SSP23, ZCZC, GSS, LLZ, LLMZ, RK21a, SBGC21, SL20, TI22, UGK, WLZ21a, WYL, WYC, ZZC].
cross-architectural [ZZC]. cross-blockchain [WYL].
cross-correlation [TI22]. cross-correntropy [LLMZ]. cross-device [SBGC21].
cross-domain [SSP22, SSP23, LLZ]. cross-layer [SL20, WYC]. cross-lingual [GSS]. Cross-modal [ZCZC].
cross-platform [UGK]. cross-similarity-based [WLZ]. cross-view [RK21a].
crossbar [SM24b]. crossover [CZL, GK23a, SS22a, YBJ]. Crossover-SGD [YBJ].
crowd [LST]. crowdsourcing [AS23c, RAG, SG22a, XCZ].
crowdsensing [JZC, PGL, ZYZC]. crowdsourced
[ARHT21, AY21]. cryptanalysis [FK24]. cryptanalysis [K24]. cryptic
[FD20a, GDA, LL23]. cryptographic [Ano21b]. Cryptographic
[SV22d, AIA22, BKGC23, SV22a, TCW]. cryptography
[AMAT22, DK21, HK22b, HZ23, HAAF22, LMR22, Og20c, PSP24, RKS24, SDR23, SS23a, VB22a, WZT22].
cryptography-based [HZ23, VB22a]. cryptosystem [DK21, GAH, MS21a, PM23a, PA21].
CSFA [SKHL]. CSP [XZXV]. CSS [CS22]. CT
[DAK22, KKK23, VRR, Yl20b, ZY21a, ZZW]. cubes [FH20].
CUBIC [AAN]. cuckoo
[A121, BMcKG22, CNG, DS20b, HR22a, RW24]. Cuculidae [RG22].
CUDA [Cza23, EBLM22, JPL, LSS, MN2Y, TO22]. CudaCHPre2D
[QMC]. cultivars [AA24]. Cultural
[HKMS21, CcdCC, WN21, WN23]. culture [JQ22]. cum [GLA].
cumulative [JS22c]. cup [WL20]. Curation [BSML21]. current
[CY24, CPH20, KK23b]. curvature [FMJ]. curve [AMAT22, HK22b, LCZ, NR22, PSP24, PSB, PA21, SS23a, VB22a, WGY22].
curve-based [PSB]. CURVELET [EKS]. Curves
[SV22d, AE22a, Bu22, ZWT]. Customer [COZ21, BF22, KY23, PLX].
Customer-oriented [COZ21]. customizable [SY23]. customized
[CPCK, GCF, Gun23a]. Customizing [PMS]. Customs [TG23].
Cut [SKP23]. Cutting [LW20a]. Cyber
[CTC22, OSMM23, XZ20b, AR23, DAT23, DCT+23, GKG+20, HXZS23, 
Kab23, KGRG24, Ker22, LL23, PCG+21, SS22c, SD23, SZ24, TS24b, Tur23, 
VRS22, XZ20a, XZ23a, ZALM23], cyber-attack [SD23].
cyber-infrastructure [SZ24]. cyber-physical [AR23, DAT23, DCT+23, 
GKG+20, HXZS23, KGRG24, Ker22, LL23, SS22c, TS24b, XZ23a, ZALM23].
Cyberbullying [LWZ20].
cyberinfrastructure [KLJ21, ZABT20].
cybernetic [Boz22a].
cybersecurity [QZB23, vdSTC21].
Cycle [PSK23, BM22b, Boc21, DP22b, GK23a, KA22b, KS22c, LG23].
Cycle-consistent [PSK23].
cycled [GJBM22].
Cyclic [SV22d].
Czechia [PKVS21].
D
[LHWT20, QMC+20, AJNS22, CSL21, FAM22, GBB22, HSL+22, HWY+23, 
RJH+23, TLH+22, YYM+24, ZQW+21, ZZW+22, ZKZ+23, ZX23b]. D2D
[CS24, XLXZ20]. D4Science [ACC+23]. DAG [PB23a]. Daily
[GA22, NWZ+21, XY21]. damage [XGZ20]. damaged [Li21]. damages
[GNMELC21]. damping [YYZS22]. dark [SAF+23, WZSZ20].
dark-silicon-aware [SAF+23]. Darknet [SI22]. Dask [DHSG23]. Data
[AMD20, DDB+21, KBJ21, LFG+22, LWCM21, NGOS22, PB22a, PK22d, 
SAAA22, SZ2+22, TAT22, TCW+23, TAHH22, VZR+21, ABES2h20, 
AAMM23, AV22a, AKA+22a, ARHT21, AAN+21, AA21, AN23, ABS22, 
ASAAA22, AIS21, ASJ21, Ano21c, Ano21j, ASJ24, ARFA21, AJAA21, 
ARS22b, Aru22, ASRN23, ACJ21b, AYB21, BM22a, BYPO21, BBF21, 
BB23, BZEM20, BPT+23, BKM+21, BVS20, BBP+24, BZT23b, CD24a, 
CS20, CKC22, CZAUPA23, CSV22, CS22, Cet23, CK23, CJ21b, CH21, 
CSCW20, COZ21, CHMC21, CWW23a, CL22a, CB22, CPH20, 
CJP+21, DB22, DM22b, DSC+21a, DCK21, DA22, DKC+21, DPS21, 
DCT+23, DKK24, DLF20, DLY+23, EGB21, EYU22, EAS23, FSFM22, 
Faz23, FDY21, GDA22, GP23S23, GRL+22, GSI2+23, Ghu20, GBB22, GHT20, 
GK23b, GKA20, GKE23c, HAJ+20, HMK23, HGW+23, HNS+21, HLL+21, 
HK22b, HC22, HAR24]. data
[HD23, HR22b, HTVL22, HKP21, IPRS21, JS22, JAM24, JS22a, JAC+21, 
JS23, JQ22, JW21, JWT+20, JSZS22, JR23b, JLE22, KUK22, KH22, KT20, 
KGW+20, KKR23, KKM21, KV20, KGRG24, KLJ21, KFM20, KM23b, 
KM23c, KMD23, KK22d, KMZ+20, KG22, KS24, KTK20, LA22, LMR22, 
LP21, LCKJ21, LMBK23, LLJ+20, LFX+20, LX20, LJZ21, LSL21, LH21, 
LX22, LLJR21, LX22, LZY+20, LWZH22, LZM+23, LWL+23, LZLZ23, 
LAC21, LYT+20, MT21, ML20, MCD+23, MAW+22, MDSG+23, MG21a, 
MRAS+23, MS23, MBO+21, MFA+21, MLC+21, NVV24, NSP4O21, NFF21, 
NGX21, Ogi20c, Ogi20a, OT20, OLF21, OS21b, OHFF20, OA22, OGA+22, 
OMA+23, OHR21, PD20, PS22a, PS22b, PM23a, PLP22, PYC+20, 
PMC+21, Par22, PSB+20, MR23a, PS22c, PRS23, PZZ+23, PL21, PKKL21, 
PKVS21, PMP23, PD22b, PKM21, PHDS22, PVRM22, PB22b]. data

Dictionary [ZZS21a, ARS22b, LYSC21, RR23a]. diet [TC24]. difference [CdOO+20, CC22b, KKS23, SYJL20, XGZ+20]. different [Aka22b, AS22d, BKGC23, CMT20, Cob22, Kay22b, KMB23, LLJ+22b, OXBL23, RDB22, SA22b, SZJ21].


dimensionality [AOACAQ21, RSJ22]. dimensions [SYRS+22]. DipeTrans [BAPS22].


directive [WCL+24]. directive-based [WCL+24]. directly [KDFK23]. directories [SMR21].

directory [WZZ+22]. Dirichlet [RR22, VSS23]. disabilities [SX21].

disentangled [ETH+23, SCK+23]. disambiguation [KC20]. disaster [LMBK23, LLZ+23b, SG22a, SAGS24, YLW+22, Zhu21]. disastrous [KS22b].

discovers [RV21]. Discovering [JS22c, LZZ+20b, Ano21-35]. Discovery [VZK21, BM22b, CSWC20, ELIG23, GSSL+23, GR22b, LSSQ22, SPWX23, VCS+21, aWLY+22, ZZ222a].

discrete [Ano21e, AS22d, BA20, DPBP24, EKS20, FGPTG21, Gu22, KSP21, LLO21, SO22, SD22, SQ22].

discrete-time [GFP21, LLO21]. discriminant [CB22]. Discrimination [YY22, SPP21, WER+23].


diseases [BM22c, CÇ22a, KSS21, PK22a, VPSM22, VR22, YL22a, YMKH22, ZBC+21].

disentangled [MLS+24, SSP23]. Disentangling [ZLL+22]. disjoint
domain [ASANR22, CD24a, CDN+21, FZC20, GC20, KKS23, KSK+20, KSP21, LGDW22, LLZ+20, QWL24, RSJ22, SSP22, SSP23, SKS+23, TSG21, VCS+21].
dominant [SB23b]. dominated [HXY+22b, Yil21c]. dominating [Sin23].
[LWC+21, FZA22, HXY+22a, KHR22, PHZ+22a, SKR+24, WYL24].
double-layer [FZA22, WYL24]. Double-weighted [LWC+21].
down [TSCM22]. downstairs [KBL+21]. DPA [WMS+23]. DPA-UNet
dragonfly [KK22f, ZZL21]. DRAM [KSD22].
drifting [RSR+22]. drilling


[YTW+24]. **DRIP** [KMZ+20]. drive [DZW23, Kum21, ZTY+22].
drive-assisted [DZW23]. driven
[AQP+22, Anb22, BP23a, BJK+24, CJP+21, CA23, KGRG24, KBJ21,
KWZ21, MCT22a, MCT22b, NGOS22, NRM23, PKSM24, RF21,
SAAB22, S22d, WHDS22, Xia20, ZDH+22, ZYPD24, ZLZ21, MTY21].
driver [MSA21, YL20c]. drivers [GDA+21, KVP21]. drives [WWW+23].
driving [Cho20, DKL21, WHH+23, ZK24, ZWC23].
DRL [JDG22, LGX+23]. DRNN [NBPR22]. drone [YRSO23]. drones
[NT23, PCK23]. Dropout [PS23b, Anb22, CT22, CB22]. Drowsy [Cho20].
DrpXLM [MR+22]. Drug [DSS+23]. drugs [GGS+22, KA21a]. DSEL
[CTA+23]. DSP [WMY+21]. DT [Faz23]. Dual
[WWW+23]. dual-mode [KA22a]. dual-system [HNSS22]. dual-usage
[HZW+23]. duf [ADGT22]. dummy [CYXZ23, MS21b, PR23, SS21].
dummy-based [CYXZ23]. dummy-generation [PR23]. duplicate
[GRMP23]. duplication [AA21, LNI+24, PL21]. during
[BK22a, KCM+22, RDB22, SP22b]. duty [BM22b, GJBM22]. duty-cycled
[GJBM22]. DVO [LMJ+22]. dwarf [AK22a]. DWDM [SLLMTS+24].
DWT [SN22b]. Dynamic
[Agr21, ADGT22, BZT23b, CWW+23b, CLWX21, CG22, HOS+21, HBB20,
HL23, JB22a, KABE+20, KMZ+20, LLP+22, LKR+22, LZZ+20, MR23b,
NA22c, PK23a, RN22, SJ23b, WZG+21, WJD22, XCG+22, ZBZ+20,
ZXL+21a, AN23, AS22c, AB20b, An21-39, Boc21, BN21, CKKK20, CON23,
Den24, GISL+23, GC20, GD22, GK23b, HJZ+22, JKB22, JPH23, JC21b,
KBL+21, KFML20, KK23a, LLLX+21, LMMX21, LFJ22, LLL+24, LK22c,
MG22, MdAA+21, MTRA23, MW21, NKKM21, NdSSN20, PM23a, QKKS23,
RTSK23, RYG+21, SM22a, SAC22, SKS22, WL+22, YSL+21a, YZPL21,
YZ21, YSC+20, ZHX+23, ZAB22, ZZWX21, ZLZ21, ZHXY23, rdSC+21].
Dynamics [TSLL21, BEO23, FZ23, HLDT+23, IA23, JPA+23, KPF+20,
LYL21, VCFZ21, XR21, YZXL22]. dynamism [CJY+20].

E-Bayesian [CSL20]. e-business [YY+23]. e-commerce
[WQS+23, Zha22]. e-healthcare [BVS20]. e-Infrastructure-based
[CPPP21]. e-Infrastructures [MBT+20]. E-learning
[PM22, PKR+23, SP22b, VS22b]. E-maintenance [HL20]. e-science
e-waste [LKR+22]. eagle [RG22]. ear [GPDR20, KCP+22, YSS+21].
earliest [DZW+20b]. Early [BBA+22, VY23, YMKH22, AK22a, MSBR23,
NSBT21, RK23a, VPSM22, VSP22]. earth [WXLD21, BBB+20c].
EarthCube [VZR+21]. earthworm [CPA22]. earthworm-rider [CPA22].
EASE [YLZ+21]. East [HNG22]. EasyScienceGateway [MPLW24].
[AS20, IAASK23, KPM20]. **Echo** [SBB+20, JB24]. **economical** [DP22a].

**economically** [KDS+20]. **ecosystem** [DS22a, GKLS23, KV24, WFHC21].

**ecosystems** [BR21, DPB22b]. **ECR** [CPLX21]. **eddy** [FZ23].


**edges** [ST22a]. **editing** [CXX+22, Kim21b, NMM21]. **Editorial** [HFFA20, KS21a, Liu24b, WYZAD20, Wu22]. **Edman** [KT20]. **EDTL** [DS22a]. **education** [Che24, HKMS21, LZZ+23].

**educational** [DB23, RRJ23, SA22c, ZHDD24]. **EduChain** [LZZ+23]. **EEG** [KKC22, LLJ+20].

**Effect** [ECIB20, RKL21, EYY22, LJ221, MHL+20, MSL22, UYO+22, VS22c].

**Effective** [BM22b, CHMC21, JKKL21, KH22, KDA+22, RSR+22, AS23c, AD22c, BGG24, CCM22b, DM22a, Dev21, FK24, GWA+24, HKMS21, LJ22, LWL220, LGF+22, LCC+22, MMR+22, MTT21, NTR23, RSS20, RSM22, RK23a, RK23b, RMS22, SAPC21, Ska23, SHA+22, SSN22, SLZ+24, SC22d, SK22d, SH24, TK22b, ZYH+23].

**effectively** [KCC22, LLJ+20]. **Efficient** [AZM20, AM20a, AÜ23, BM22a, FKG22, HKA20, JPL21, JZL+24, KML23, KA22a, KML21, LCSR21, LWL+23, LLL+21, NSK+24, NWT21, PM23a, PL21, QNZ22, RTSK23, SET+22, SKS20, SCS+21, SSS21, TN23, VB24, WM+21, XGD+22, ZH+22, ZLZ+22, AK22a, AA21, AMB23, AD22b, AAG+22, APV23, ARFA21, ARS22a, ASRN23, AJY+22, BP24, BK21, BDK22, BFM+23, BRS+22, BK22b, BN21, CÇY22, CKKK20, CLE+20, CC22b, CW23a, CDR+23, CL22b, DS22a, DPP22b, DGB24, ETK23, FKY+23, GBS21, GFQ20, GPR+22, GRL+22, HYG20, HCG21, HUJ22, HTZ23, HLN+20, JBJ22b, JS22a, JPF23, JZL21, KPA23, KLK23, LA22, LM22, LM11, LHC+23, LGDW22, LCC+20a, LZZ21, LYF22, LGZ+22, LW+23, LJB22, LCO20, LK22c, LZY+20, LSW+20, LZW+21, LSZ+23, LAC21, LS24, MR23b, MT21, MSSM24, MG20, MS21a, MNY21, MS21c, MSL22].
[DCK21, ZLV22]. encryption
[AMAT22, APTT22, BV22b, BVS20, CDR+23, CYDW20, DP22b, DKK24, FZA22, GAH+22, HSR23, KSS24b, LSYC21, LYG22, LWW23, LF23, MG20, NA22a, PZZ+23, RB22, SAN24, SLG+20, TDZ+24, TSG21, TT23a, TSV+22, VK23a, XZL+20b, XZYW23, ZHDW24, ZWT22, LF23]. end
[CJ21b, KUK+24, LLW+22b, KLL+21]. end-to-end [LLW+22b]. end-user
[CJ21b, KUK+24]. endoscopic [LJP+21]. endpoints [WK20]. Energy
[CC22b, DP22b, ETKD23, FKY+23, HTZT23, IA22, KB21, KSSK22, LGM21, LLX+21, LLH+20, LWZ22, LCW23b, MSSM24, MSS22, RJ22, ST22b, SPC+21, SKR+24, WXCY20, YLZ+21, YLW+22, AZM20, AAT21, AFBM+23, AD22b, ASC22, AKLK24, AGSN23, ASRN23, BP24, BRS+22, BKS22, BZL+22, CJ21a, CWW23a, CUD20, DÖD22, DS22a, DA22, Faz23, FSdP+23, GSG20, GPR+22, HMK24, HLL+21, HHP23, JS22a, JKP22, KSJK21, KFML20, KLM23, KK23a, KLK23, KR23, KAR+23, LK22c, LDCD22, LAC21, MR23b, MT21, MTT20, MNY21, MS21c, NA22c, NMS+22, PPA22, PHDS22, PB22b, PM23b, RGKK21, RP22, RZCA21, RT22b, RKC22, SPS23, SP22a, SSM+21, SKSN22, SS23f, SR20a, SM24c, SR20b, SKP+22a, SS22f, TCRP23, TAHH22, TT23b, URK+22, VRB21, WJL+20, WFY22b, XLZ20, YWQ+21, YLT+21, YLF22, YFdP+23]. energy
[YSS+21, ZLTX21, ZCW+23]. Energy-aware
[IA22, KB21, KSSK22, LLX+21, LLH+20, LWZ22, YLW+22, AGSN23, RGKK21, RZCA21, RT22b, YSS+21]. energy-conscious [LDCD22].

Energy-efficient
[CC22b, DP22b, ETKD23, FKY+23, MSSM24, WXCY20, YLZ+21, BP24, BKS22, CWW23a, DS22a, JS22a, LL22c, LAC21, MR23b, MNY21, MS21c, NMS+22, PPA22, PHDS22, PB22b, PM23b, RGKK21, RP22, RZCA21, RT22b, RKC22, SPS23, SP22a, SSM+21, SKSN22, SS23f, SR20a, SM24c, SR20b, SKP+22a, SS22f, TCRP23, TAHH22, TT23b, URK+22, VRB21, WJL+20, WFY22b, XLZ20, YWQ+21, YLT+21, YLF22, YFdP+23]. energy-low
[XLZ20]. energy-saving [YLJ22]. Enforcing [ZLZ+22b, ZOS+21].

engagement [Kim21a, LDH+22]. engine
[AJ21, IP20, SG22b, SDSW21, RMS24]. engineering
[AMA22, AO23, GFA21, KLJ21, SPQM20, SMAG22]. engines [HMK24].

English [BKK23]. Enhance [SGS21b]. Enhanced
[CO21, BKK23, DS20b, DSJ22, MS23, NA22a, PHZ+22a, PKS22, RMS22, SS21, SR22a, SR24, VRV23, VK23b, DK21, GMM22, GLA+22, JCGT24, KK22b, Liu24a, MK23, MS21c, MGGA20, MKS+20, MMKA23, NNVD22, PR23, PLX+24, RPPK23, RCK22, SB23a, SS22e, SM23a, SSP23, SAMS23, SR22d, VSS23, WLZ+21b, XZW+20, YAR22, ZFZ+20].

Enhancement [AS23b, SYG22, WSJ+21, APA22, BMG22, HYC+24, Hua20, HYT+21, JKP22, JPA21, LSSC23, LL23, TLY23, TJZ23, VLF22b, WJL20, WCC20, WJD22, YSK22, ZLT21]. enhancement-based [HYC+24].

Enhancing
[HTZ+22, IAO21, MJAM23, NJK22, SNBAJ24, VBM+21, Ano21-40, BPAE20, Bel24, BKS22, JAR+24, MRS+21, SM24c, SS22f, YBJ+23]. enlarging
[PPA22]. enriching [TSCM22]. enrichment [EGB21, PMC+21]. Ensemble
[KIAA+22, KP21, AS22b, BMV22, CSR24, CSC22, CD24b, CMLL21,
DSYF22, DRR22, Ele22, GPDB20, GMM22, HYC+24, KUK22, Kan22, KSSP22, LSZ24, NR23, NBHN22, RSJ21, RF23, SKPD23, SMD22a, SRL23, TBNPQ23, Tur23, TSD23, WLLZ20, WT23, XLZ20, YLZW23, ZWZ+21, ensemble-based [GPDB20], ensembled [BS23c], ensembles [DPdS+23], ensure [CKC22], Ensuring [Ano21f, ZWZ+22], enterprise [BC21, CJY+20, ZS22], enterprises [ZK24, Zha22], entire [XHZHXBQX22], entities [GDFDF22], entity [BKK23, GZC+22, KC20, ZLW+21], entries [NTK22], Entropy [KT22a, KSY24, Ano21g, CS23, DS24b, JMY21, KT20, LGL+21, LWC+21, SS23a, SNBAI24, WER+23, ZCL21, LWZ22a], entropy-assisted [LGL+21], entropy-based [SS23a, SNBAI24], ENU [KSY24], Environment [ZXL+21b, Agr21, AI21, BV22b, BC23a, BP24, BKD22, BA24, BRS+22, BJS23, BBB+20c, COZ21, CHLD23, DR21, DDUK23, Dev21, DXXL20, DK22b, DS22c, EI22, FSA+22, FEK20, FPXM21, FX22, wGTC22, GR22b, GSG+23, HAR20, HK22b, Hem22, HAA23, JPH23, JSP20a, JSP20b, JGJ+21, JQ22, KK22a, KKP24, Kim21a, KLD23, KSSK22, LYW+21, LDZ+22, LSZ+23, LPZ+22, LM24, MSN22, MSSM24, MSK22, MV24, MA22, NTK22, NA22b, PSP24, PSK23, PI21, QCC+23, RB22, RAN21, SB23a, SPQM20, ST22c, SYZ+22, SK21b, SJ23b, SM22d, TAT+23, UK23, VDL23, VS22a, WCWG20, Wan22b, WKL+22, WDW+22, XCG+22, XLL+23, YR21, Yu20, YSC+20, ZTS+22, Zha22], Environmental [LLC21a, CJY+20, GDA22, MDSG+23, SM22c], environments [AKEC20, AA21, AB22a, ABC+21, ACC+23, BYPO21, BN21, CWDM+21, CMS21, DWZ+22, Gho21, GYL+21, KMY24, KR20, KHR22, LBZ+22, LCM22, MG22, MGS+20, MPL24, MHPA21, MRAM+21, PYC+20, PJP21, SKH+21, SBGC21, SHB20, SWS+24, TSR22, VKK+24, WYF22b], EPA [ZYH+23], EPF [RCK22], epidemic [PPM+20], EPIDL [NZD+24], Epilepsy [SG22e, DLC+21], epileptic [AHT+20], epistasis [MLZ21b], epistasis-tunable [MLZ21b], EPK [SS21], EPK-SVM [SS21], EQK [LML+23], EQK-IncResNet [LML+23], equally [BA20], equations [DS22b, IA23, Pan23], Equilibrium [FCZ20, BD22], equivalence [MdAA+21], era [AAT21, DAT23, SG24], Erlang [JBBHB21], Erratum [Ano23a], error [KK21b, LZC23, RRIL22, RKU21, SPSP23, VSK22, WHC+20], error-aware [LZC23], errors [SK22c, VS22c, Wan22a], ERSChain [ZHDW24], ESLO [VK23b], establishment [AASPR22], estate [LLA+22], estimating [MA22, OHFF20], Estimation [KSJK21, LSX21, SAHAN22, SK22c, AK22c, CC22b, DKK24, FKG022, GM22c, HYG+23, HYW+23, HUC+22, IAT+23, Kar22, KG23, LP21, LWZ21, LZQF24, MSA22, ÖSYTY22, PS21, RP21b, SAB22, SGRK24, SBB21, SS22g, TAB21, TYL22, TO22, VSK22, XCD+20, YAR22, YYJ+20, ZZWZ21], estimations [CSL20], estimator [AAA+22a, AA22a, AAK21c, HML19, HML20, KÖÖG22, LLH19, LAKA21, LAK22, MA22K3, OU22, OAA22, SU23, TOK21, ZHX+23, FPHZ20], estimators [AD22a, AU22, ADA22, BC22, BK22b, BK23, Cek22, GLA+22,
LAP23, NSSS22, ÖK22, VS22c, YAR22, ZSS22, ZBY22. **Ethereum**

[FD20b, KSA22]. **ETL** [HD23, JWT+20]. **Euclidean** [KGM23]. **Evacuation** [NKY23, DWZ+20b, DWY+21b, LLZ+21b]. **evaluate** [WKY22]. **Evaluating** [LTLX22, LM20b, MSA22, YLT+21, Eke22, Le23, Mit20]. **Evaluation** [AA23c, AKRR20, CMT20, CSD23, GFPG21, HML20, LLH19, LDH+22, OGA+22, PGD+22, Ano21i, Boc21, CdOO+20, CLC+20, CYC21, CW22, FFLM21, GGC20, GSG20, GB23, HK22a, JGJ+21, KLH24, KK22c, KPP+22, LW22a, LGZ+22, NET21a, NMS+22, NGB23, PKC+20, PLX20, PP20a, SLLMTS+24, SA22c, SKCS23, SLC20, SWZ20, VMFL23, WZC+22b, XGCZ23, ZWW+21, ZST+23]. **evaluations** [HGDD20, NKKM21]. **evaporation** [DP22b]. **event** [Ano21e, CJP+21, GLW21, GLW22, KM21a, LPC+21, NRMB23, QWL24, SCKU23].

**event-driven** [NRMB23]. **events** [ARS22a, DSS21, GLW21, JZB20, KIW+22, PMR+21, VV23, YY22]. **Eventually** [BOI23]. **Eviction** [CPLX21]. **Eviction-cost-aware** [CPLX21]. **Evidence** [KHEF22, OMA+23]. **evidence** [AYG+21]. **Evolution** [WZ24, AMJK21, AKS+22, CY22, CDR+23, CHLD23, G3L+23, KUK+24, LYL21, LWJ22, Pa22, PBD23, PVVS22, SCP20, SYL20, WFC21, WZC+22a, Xia20, ZSS21a, ZK24, AK22c]. **evolution-vehicle** [AKS+22]. **Evolutionary** [LSC22, NBHN22, YXY+21, AA22b, AMA22, DZCL22, DJGF21, GLW21, GB24, GB22, HXY+22b, JMD22, LW222, MAR23b, MS22b, RGM22, WZG+21, WYL24, XL21, YZ21, ZX20, Zhu22b]. **evolving** [MRAS+23]. **EX** [VBP+24]. **exact** [KB22, KML23]. **examination** [ÖSTY22, RS24]. **Examining** [ZR24, KGK22]. **ExaMPI** [SBG20]. **example** [WZ21, WN23, WNZ24]. **Exascale** [SBG20, BBP+24, BSB+21, WSM+24, WS24, ZBY+23]. **exchange** [CLL+21, SKS+23, TJ24, WGY22, TI22]. **excitation** [LSZ23, ZKZ+23]. **Excogitating** [BDK22]. **executable** [SR24].

**executables** [RF23]. **executing** [PPM+20]. **Execution** [AML+22, BEJD22, RSM21, AAB23, BAPS22, BP20, BLB+24, BWS+21, EBLM22, KSB23, LK22c, MC24, PYC+20, QKSK23, SCD+23, ZZL+20, dSNdLe+23, dOPBd021]. **Execution-Cache-Memory** [AML+22]. **executions** [KV20, MaARS+23]. exhaustive [PR24]. **exogenous** [SMD+21]. **expansion** [KC20, KS22d, RV21, SKSP23]. **Expectation** [ZXL+21b]. **expenditure** [KSJK21]. **expenses** [CGS+21]. **Experience** [DBS+22, PP20a, Ano21-41, ABC+21, ACC+23, KY23, OAS23, PLX20, VG21, XZ20b]. **Experience-based** [PP20a]. **Experiences** [LBC+20, RT22c]. **Experimental** [KDS+23, BBP+24, FPHZ19, KE22, KHK+24, KPP+22, NKKM21, Pan20]. **expert** [BBB22, TSA21]. **experts** [HGNN22]. **expiry** [GGS+22]. **Explainable** [OAS23]. **explanations** [VAB22]. **explanatory** [ZYYX23]. **explicit** [CdOO+20, KW21]. **Explicitly** [PHZ+22b]. **exploitation** [DM22b, Liu24a]. **Exploiting** [ALBZ21, CY24, DGM21, GLM+22, LJC23, ...

Fault-tolerance

[FBLT22, FHH^20, FDD^24, KMY24, ANP^+20, AM20b, ACJ21a, AFNH21, BSN22, CLE^+20, CDC20, HLC23, ITO21, JAR^+24, Jia22, LAC21, MB21, QNZP22, SM23a, SKV22, VG20, ZLV22].

Fault-tolerant

[KMY24, AM20b, ITO21, Jia22, MB21, QNZP22, VG20, ZLV22, faulty]


[Aln22, BD22, DPYS22, Gün23b, LN20, Li21, LLK21, LLL^+20, LS22, MS22a, RT21, TYLY23, ATS22, ASAAA22, APM^+21, MS22a, Anb22, AL22, AV22b, AT22, AS23a, AM22, ACO21, BST^+22, BEK22, BDK22, BBD24, BB22, BYL20, CU22, CJKK20, CEN22, CSC22, CWL^+21, CLX^+21, CWL^+22, CLY^+21, CT22, CB22, Cob22, DZD^+20, DLD^+21, DSC^+21a, Ele22, FEH22, FMJ^+22, FHS^+22, FDD^+24, GZC^+22, GRMP23, G222a, GRG^+22, HK22a, HWB21, HLY21, HZCC22, HIA22, JR22, JB22a, JM22, JYW^+20, JYC^+21, JTY^+21, KEK^+20, KTM22, Kay22b, KG22, KSSP22, KBS^+22, LLZ^+21a, LIJ^+23, LWL^+24, LLM^+24, LM24, MQEK21, MPV22, Miss22, NR23, NBN22, Pan24, Par22, PR22, PKP22, PKSM24, KRR22, RMS22, SSMT22b, SHL^+22, SM22a, SRL23, SS22a, SV21, SS24, SGH23, ST23c, SBSK22, SSK23b, SDDY20, SSP24, SBB^+20, SLH20, SBS22, SM23d, VY23]. feature


feature-reinforced [Ele22]. feature-rich [KG22]. features


federation [AASPR22]. feed [SS24, YYZS22]. feed-forward [YYZS22]. feedback [GPR^+22, JM24, KUK^+24, SBGC21, YGZ^+21]. Feedbacks


[ZLZ^+22a, AE22a, NXY23]. fight [JD22]. Figure [YOT^+22]. File

[LGW^+22b, P121, CWL^+20, FLP20, GLJ20, IP20, SS23e, SS23g, TSA21, WWW^+23, ZCD^+22]. files [SR24, TA23b]. filter [DCM21, FN23, JYW^+20, KAG23, KS24, LHY^+21, LSQW21, MKR23, SPS23, WMY^+21]. filtering

[AZI20, ACJ21b, CWL^+21, CWL^+22, JPK22, KM21a, LXY21, LGDW22, MH23, NDB22, NNJC23, WWG^+20, Y121b]. filters [HC22, SR21]. final
financial [FSWW21, HNG22, HXZH21, YS22, YYY+23].

end [CS23, KSCL21]. finding [CZUPA23, UPGCA22]. Fine

[CHI+23, TT23a, LCL+22, LZLZ23, MCNR20, ÖTT23]. Fine-grain

[CHI+23]. Fine-grained [TT23a, LCL+22, LZLZ23, MCNR20]. fine-tuned

[ÖTT23]. finger [DR22a], fingerprint [Li21, MRK+23]. finite

[CdOO+20, HUC+22, NKY23, SPSP23, ZBY22]. finite-difference

[CdOO+20]. FIR [SR21]. fire [CK21a, UE22, PCG+21]. Firefly [Lin24a, CDC20, KT20, KS22a, LZT+23, MHB+22b, PZD+21, SM23a, Yu21, PI21].

firewalls [LHX+23]. firmware [GDCW22]. first

[GLH+23, Ker22, LML+23, MSPPD20, VBP+24]. first-arrival [LML+23].

fish [KA22c]. fitness [CA22, DÖD22, KT23, SP23a, Zhu22b]. fitness-based

[CA22]. fitting [ZCW+23]. five [KS22c]. five-element [KS22c]. FKGA

[PI21]. flame [CCGN20, KS22d, NBPR22, SYG22, VB22b, WDW+22].

flamingo [SBS22]. flash [CPLX21, ZWX21]. flash-based [CPLX21]. Flex

[RMS24]. Flexible [BSPM23, PB22a, TWXL21, Ei22, HGX+22, LZQ+22, MNDK22, PM23a, XHST20, ZSX21, ZHDW24]. flight

[DBD23, LL24, SSK23b]. Flink [ZQL+21]. flipping [IAAA22]. Floating

[DKC+21]. Flow [LZXG22, BCP+23, BMJ+20, CZ24, DBS+22, GDGN23, HGD20, JCL+20, KÖ22, VK24, LGLZ20, NET20, NET21a, NET21b, NTK22, NWZ+21, RP21c, Sin23, XLZL22, ZY22].

flow-oriented [Sin23]. flower [GMM22, MK22, SR20a, KKM20]. flows

[AAMM23]. flowtime [RSM23]. flowtime-aware-cost [RSM23].

fluctuations [CBR22]. fluid [FZ23, NdSSSN20, XR21]. fly


[JZR22, AK21]. FMap [AAMM23]. Focus [HMK23, AY23, VRB21].

focusing [AHS20]. Fog [Agr21, JHP23, KKK21, AEMS24, ARC22, ACC+20, DR21, FSA+22, GLJ20, HSR23, JB22b, JSA+20, JR24, KK22a, KGRG24, KA23, KV24, KT22b, KS24, LXW+23, LS24, LF23, PJP21, SG22a, SS23c, SV2c, ST22c, SKS20, SKSN22, SH24, SK21b, TSS22, T23b, UK23, VB22a, WWA22, YV23, YR21, ZW2+21, BP24]. fog-assisted


fog-driven [KGRG24]. fog-enabled [SG22a]. fog-integrated [SV22c].

foggy [KCM+22]. FogRecruiter [SG22a]. FogSec [SH24]. food

[Ano21f, ABC+21, SR23]. foot [DRM22a]. footage [DDUK23]. football

[KB21]. forage [Tur23]. foraging [LK22a, YS22]. Force

[NMS+21, TZZ+23]. forces [ZZS+21b]. Forecasting


[HA2F22]. Forensics

[KHEF22, AKZA22, CPA22, Kum21, NM24, PCC+21, RRB22, VRS22]. Forest

[CK21a, SJ23b, AMJK21, Aka22b, AKA22c, ATS22, JSA22, MHB+22b, SKB+20, WQY+22]. forest-based [Aka22b]. forests [MCT22a].
Foreword [CSW20, FD20a, LXX20, RT20, SBG20, WJS21]. forgery [PKSM24, SSN23]. forget [ADK+23, NdMP22]. forgetting [WEH+22].
[AP23]. fuel [ZCR23]. full [SN22a]. full-adder [SN22a]. Fully
[AMM+20, ÇÇ21, KMS+22, LW23, MIN+23, PZZ+23, VRR+22, Yi22b].
function [AAN+21, ARC22, AJP22, CWLL20, DM22d, HUC+22, KPJ+21,
KT23, KEMZ22, L2Z21, LGT+23, MG22, NT23, OKJ+21, Pan23, PL21,
RCK22, SP23a, VJ22, VP22a, WLX21, ZHX+21, ZCR23]. function-based
[PL21]. functioning [HKMS21]. functions
[JXL+23, LF2WJ22, MLZ21b, MAA22, PB21, RP21b, RKK23]. fund
[HXZH21]. Fundamental [DJF21, IA23]. fundus
[KK22b, LK22b, PGD+21, SBA22]. fungal [CC22a]. Fused
[JXL+23, LFWJ22, MLZ21b, MAA22, PB21, RP21b, RKK23]. fusion-based
[KDC22, ZX23a]. FuSTM [Ano21g]. Future
[Ano21-21, ASB23, BV22a, CWDM+21, CFR+21, CR23, GLW21, HPCK22,
KK21, KK22d, KK23b, MKS+20, PK21, P21, WZ24, YSP23]. futuristic
[BKGC23]. fuzz [GDCW22]. Fuzzy
[AP23, BYL20, DRV22, JR22, NSR22, SKS+23, SM24c, VM23, AP22,
AAMM23, APM22, AD22b, ABCP23, Ano21g, BM22c, DS21, DCR23, DR23,
DP22b, DG21, DBB24, GK23a, HH23, HR22b, JM23, JSS22, JKP22, JM22,
KSS21, KUK22, KRKM22, KV22a, KV22b, KST21, KS23b, L2K22a,
LWC+21, LXC+22a, MGBS23, MRAM+21, MCNR20, PPA22, PMS+21,
PSP24, PCR21, PB21, RPPK23, RG23, RKC22, SYRS+22, SP22b, SMKA22,
SP22c, SKSP23, SHVA23, TWW+21, VR22, WJL+20, WAY+21, WER+23,
YV23, YB23b, ZTM23]. fuzzy-analytic [PMS+21]. Fuzzy-based
[AP23, SKS+23, DCR23, LXC+22a, PCR21, YV23]. fuzzy-region [JM23].
Fw [GDCW22]. Fw-fuzz [GDCW22]. FWM [SLLMTS+24].

GA [KST21, LLJ+22b]. GA-ELM [LLJ+22b]. GA-fuzzy [KST21].
Gabor [FLG+22, KSV22, ZLZ+22a]. Gabriel [SH22]. gain [ZLCS21].
gaining [KT22b]. game [ACC+20, BPW+20, CWW+23b, DR21, FCZ20,
GWGR20, HML21, K22, LSLC22, LWCZ22, QHL+24, RNRK22, ST22c,
Shi22b, YJY+21, YWC+23, ZOS+21]. game-theoretical [ACC+20].
game-theoretical [CWW+23b]. games [DMS+21]. GAMESS [SSPG20].
gamma [SU23, MAA+21]. GAN [CXXW24, JAM24, SKP23]. garbage
[KS22, PKSM24, AA23c, BRL+20, ODK+23, SPC+21, WSL+20].
gastric [CGS+21, LZY+21]. gate [AM20b, SN22a, TAB21]. gated [FRS+23].
gates [QN22p]. gateway [BM21, CYC21, CJP+21, EABZ21, NRM23,
OMA+23, PKC+20, PKB+23, SPJ+21, VZR+21, VCS+21]. Gateways
[KS21a, CWD+21, KLJ21, MPL24]. gateways/virtual [CWD+21].
GRU [LLL23, YA22b]. GRU1 [YA22b]. GRU2 [YA22b].
guarantee [HWG23, HLT23]. guaranteed [KB21]. Guaranteeing
[XDH+20]. guide [SKB+20]. guided
[DM22c, GDCW22, LYW+21, LZSC23, MNDK22, VCS+21, WJ23, ZLCL21].
Guidelines [NdMP22], guiding [BEKS22, vdSTC21]. Gulf [GDA22].
[ALB+20].

H.265 [CC22b]. H.265/HEVC [CC22b]. H.323 [EABZB21]. habituation
[ZHX+23]. Hadamard [QNZP22]. Hadoop
[BYP021, IP20, SB23b, SS23g, VRS22, VR22, YTN+20, ZGLS21].
Hadoop-big [VR22]. HAFTA [ITO21]. Hajj [AR22a]. half [CH21, IG24].
half-life [CH21]. halting [XHST20]. Hand
[YJW120, BT21, PT22, PR22, YKL23]. handcrafted [Box22b, DRM22a].
handle [KSY24]. Handling [CS22, GHT20, VPGK23]. Handoff
[MM24, IVP+23]. Handover [CQ22c, AA23a, IVP+23, KS23b, PDRM24].
handovers [KGM23]. handshake [TTM+22]. handwritten [DM21, KE21].
hand [LNI+24, SS24]. Hardware
[CL22a, FGL+20, DE22, GGA24, GMK+21, MS21a, RS21, SZZ+24a, SGHL20, TAB21, TBNPQ23, THW+22, WL23, YFDP+23].
hardware-accelerated [DE22]. harmonic [KG23]. harness [KL21].
Harnessing [CX+22, Ano21-42]. Harris [ND23, VG21]. harvesting
[AAT21, SSM+21]. Hash [NVV24, Akb22, BS23a, EASR22, KB22, LMR22, PL21, SS23a, SJ23b, SR22d, ZHX+21, ZCZC23]. hash-based [EASR22].
hashing [AS22a, CY24, CYW+22, HDS+23, JKS20, LIT21, NMQ22, WQY+22, ZHX+21]. hashing-based [CYW+22, WQY+22]. hasten [RG22].
hate [CMJC23]. haul [SLLMTS+24]. Hawai`i [MCR+23]. Hawk
[VG21, ND23]. Hawks [PST24]. haze [LZF20, PP21, xZlGCzJ20]. hazelnut
[MSB+20]. head [LHWT20, LDS+23, MS21c, SPS23, SM24c, TNP21].
healing [RS23]. Health [JCB20, ANP+20, ALR22, BCC+21, DM22c, 
GK22a, GB23, HK22b, HTLV22, KS24, LBF22, Liu21, NA22a, ÖSTY22, 
SAC22, SC22b, SHZY20, wSYyCsd23, YLM21]. health-care [KS24].
Healthcare [SG21, AM22, AJ+22, BM22c, BVS20, BJK+24, CM20, 
DPB22b, DK21, EI22, HT21, HK22b, JDLP22, KRK21, KS20, LA22, LJB22, 
NS23, OM+23, PLP22, Shi22a, SK22d, WGY22, WWA22, YR21]. Heap
[SS21]. Heart [MP22, AI22, BJK+24, LJ22, Yil22a]. heat [FDY21, SEC22].
Hellman [LF23, NR22]. HELLP [MRAM+21]. helmet [HFH+21].
hemorrhage [JSAA22, KMS+22]. hemorrhages [SBA22]. Henry
[PKSM24, AA23e, ODK+23]. hepatitis [KA22c]. herd [PBK23, ZCR23].
herding [BKD22, RKCC22, SSK33]. heritage [CcdCC21]. Hermitian
[WPL20]. Heterogeneity [LM20a]. Heterogeneous

High-dimensional [SP21b, ASAAAA22, BD22, CS21, LHJ22, SCH +24, WQY +22, ZHX +23].

Highly [APL+21, ITO21, LS23b, LZZ+23, PBD+21, SNGK21].

HighPerMeshes [AFG+22]. HIFI [ZBY+23]. Histogram
[Pal22, LXYY21, TUD21]. historic [WZ20b, WZ21, WN23, WNZ24].


Hoc [AMRH21, AK21, BKS22, CD22, DCR23, FLB23, KGGM22, LCW23b, NAR+22, Ng21, PDRM24, PA21, PD23, RGKK21, RS20, RAN22, SK22a, SPS23, SWK22, SSH22, TT22, TK22b, WJD22]. HOL [CMJC23].

Holistic [WZ22b, WZ21, WN23, WNZ24]. historic [WZ20b, WZ21, WN23, WNZ24].


Hoc [AMRH21, AK21, BKS22, CD22, DCR23, FLB23, KGGM22, LCW23b, NAR+22, Ng21, PDRM24, PA21, PD23, RGKK21, RS20, RAN22, SK22a, SPS23, SWK22, SSH22, TT22, TK22b, WJD22]. HOL [CMJC23].

Holistic [WZ22b, WZ21, WN23, WNZ24]. historic [WZ20b, WZ21, WN23, WNZ24].


Hoc [AMRH21, AK21, BKS22, CD22, DCR23, FLB23, KGGM22, LCW23b, NAR+22, Ng21, PDRM24, PA21, PD23, RGKK21, RS20, RAN22, SK22a, SPS23, SWK22, SSH22, TT22, TK22b, WJD22]. HOL [CMJC23].
Hybrid-based [NA22b], hybrid-compression-format [CWH+24], hybridization [ZH+20], hybridized [PCR21, RK23b, SS22c, SYG22], hybridizing [SRGK24]. Hydra [DKB20], hydrological [LSD21, WWG21], hydrological-Elman [WWG21], hydropower [WWG21, ZZLZ22b], hyena [NAK+22], Hyper [AJNS22, KNK22, YS23, HK22a, SHA+22, SBS22], Hyper-Heuristic [AJNS22, YS23], Hyper-Layer [AJNS22]. Hyper-parameter [HK22a], Hyper-parametric [KNK22], hyper-spectral [SHA+22], hyperactivity [AAA22b], hypercube [IG24, NQ21], hypercubes [WL23], hyperelliptic [NR22], hypergraph [KDS22, QWL24], Hyperledger [LZZ+23], hyperparameters [LLC+22a, OE22b, YT21], hypersonic [XL21], hyperspectral [KR22a, PKB22], hypersphere [YZ21], hypervisor [DE22, VD21], hyponatremia [The21].
[BEKS22, LYL20, NBHN22]. image-enhancement [Hua20]. imagery [TA22a]. images [AK22b, Aka22b, AMV22, BP23a, BKJ22, Bei24, BS23c, Boz22a, CÇ22a, CK21a, DSYF22, DSSS22, FMJ+22, GDSS22, GP22b, GRMP23, GM22b, IK22, KKK23, KK22b, Kot23, KPP+22, LAE+22, 
LK2b, LYW+21, LLM+21, LJP+21, MRGP22, MRS+21, MH23, MSBR23, 
OE22a, OE22b, PBK23, PR22, RK23b, SSMT22b, SHA+22, SBA22, SGH23, 
SHVA23, SKÇA23, SAGS24, TSG21, TB23, VRR+22, VS21, WLJ20, 
[HAA+21, CWDM+21, IP20, LYW+21, TTA20, WKY22, YA22b, ZR24, uZKH+20].
impaired [RD23, SS21]. Impersonation [CCM22a]. Implementation 
[Ano21i, BZGM22, NET21a, SAKA23, SLIMTS+24, TÖK21, VMFL23, 
APA22, Ano21d, AKRR20, BS23a, CM21, DGB24, EASN22, HCG21, Hua20, 
KIN+23, KY23, MWS+23, NGB23, QNZP22, RAK22, RT22c, SPA+21, SR21, 
implementing [TD21]. Implicit [KDFK23, JWL20].
Importance [Alm22, LJZ21]. Impression [SWZW20]. improve 
[BM22a, BC21, FLP20, OKJ+21, OCD22, SAQJ23, VS22b, ZWX21].
Improved [AI21, Anb22, BST+22, BRS+22, DDUK23, GAH+22, GN21a, 
JM24, MK22b, PMP23, SKP23, SVD22a, SKV22, SS22f, WXS+23, 
XCM+20, ZLO+21, ZZQ+22, BMeKGK22, BD22, BM22b, CS22, CSR24, 
CYZ+23, DZCL22, DS22a, GBS24, GP22a, GGJ+24, GM22c, HK22a, HNG22, 
HP23, HWY+23, HUC+22, IMNC22, JM23, JSAA22, JZY+23, JYH+24, 
JWT+20, KUK22, KS20, KT22b, KNK22, KSY24, KG23, LJJ22, LZZ+20a, 
LM22b, LGZ+22, Lia24, LW+21, LJP+21, LL23, LYG+21, NSSS22, PS22b, 
PK22a, RM23, SA22a, SM22a, SGG21b, SCP20, SS22b, SZZ+21, ST23c, 
TFZ23, TLL20, TYA22, VB22b, VR22, WZ20a, WRE+23, WZX+22, 
WZG+21, WDW+22, XLZ20, YRV+23, YLL20, ZLT21, ZTS+22, WWG21].
Improvement [TK24, CK23, HHP23, SH22, SP22a, SMAG22, WT23].
Improving [Aka22b, BLB+24, BTJD21, BPB21, CPCK23, DS23b, DMPR24, 
GDGN23, HLH+20, IPRS21, JSYAA20, JSP20a, JSP20b, KY22, LM24, 
MY24, MdARS+23, PEGP23, RP21b, SMKA22, TTA20, WWJ+20, 
WWW+20, Y21T, AC23, BYPO21, BT21, DRM22b, DBB24, HIIEEE22, 
HZZ+23, KGM23, KW21, VG21, WL23, ZTY+22]. impulse [SPSP23].
imputation [SK21a]. in-depth [KW21, RS24]. in-DRAM [KSD22].
In-memory [ZLZ+23, LM21, WCCC20]. in-painting [RCK22].
In-the-loop [FGJ+21]. incentive [XHZ+21, XCF+21]. InceptionV3 
[KK22b]. including [DÖD22]. incoherence [RPM22]. incoming [CMT20].
incomplete [KABE+20, LSD21, SZS20]. inconsistent [ST22a].
incorporated [ZKZ+23]. incorporating [HLH+20]. increasing 
[BTP+21, CK23, KLM23]. Incremental
[CKKK20, NSR22, BVs20, DKh20, GD22, NSD021, YMZ+20]. IncResNet [LM+23]. independent [CCZ+21, CHLD23, INY+23, WY20]. Index [KKM20, CWL+20, CLL+21, GWA+23, GWA+24, Par22, wSYyCsD23, WER+23, XDJY21, Yil21a]. Indexing [CY24, NSR22]. India [DM22d].

Innovations [HFFA20, SKE22, WZ24].

Innovativeness [HFFA20, Ogi20a, SD23, YIB22b, YT21].

Input [AM20b, Ano21a, HTZ+22, RRIL22, SN22a, SYJL20].

Insight [DWZ+20b, DWY+21].

Insightful [DAW22].

Insights [FGL+20].

Inspiration [HFFA20, SKE22, WZ24].

Inspires [AAK+21a, CO21, BC23a, DZCL22, JC21b, KHA22b, LH21, MMR+22, MG21b, NAK+22, OE22a, VNP+23, WWA22].

Instagram [KBK+22].

Instance [CB22, PLX+24, ZTS+22].

Insertion [TT23a].

Insightful [DAW22].

Insights [FGL+20].

Inspiration [HFFA20, SKE22, WZ24].

Intellectual [DKK24].

Intelligence [JB20, XZ20a, ASMS21, AGSN23, BTP+21, Che24, CR23, DSYF22, DAT23, EVVR21, FM22, FSdP+23, GISL+23, GSS23b, HKMS21, JAM24, JEO20, JC21a, OSMM23, SRBH22, WZMJ23a, ZALM23].

Intelligence-based [EVVR21, GSS23b].

Intelligence-enabled [GISL+23, YYY+23, ZALM23].

Intelligent [ESS23, GDS23, HDXH20, JLE22, LCW21, OS21a, OBER22, SPA+21, SV22c, SKE22, WNZ24, ZHJW21, Abb23, ABZ20, AFF22, AKUA22, ALN21, BD20, BC23b, BJ23, CLDY21, CCZ+21, Che24, DYF20, DLC+21, FGZ23, FSW21, GLN23, GYZ+20, HXZ21, IA22, JB22b, JHG23, KCM+22, LH22, LLAV22, LLC21a, MK22a, MES23, NBK22, NKST24, ORP21, PMS+21, PK23a, PA21, RSKA23, RK23c, SMD+21, SKHL22, SR22c, SZ24, TK22b, VDL23, WLCW20, WJS21, WZ20b, WN21, YIB22b, ZWC+23, CSW20].

Intelligently [AS23a].

Intel’s [HYT+21].

Intensified [DBK21].

Intensity [VV23].

Intensive [BPM+22, CYK+21, KD22, LXZ20, NShpO21, RS20].

Intention [USK23].

Inter [ALBZ21, KFKD22, KKS23, SS23d, XFPY24].

Inter-class [KFF22].

Inter-organizational [XFPY24].

Inter-resource [ALBZ21].

Interactions [CSWC20, HLCH20].

Interactive [DB23, KWZ+21, LHJ22, LPHK20, SGS21a, SP22c, WN21].

Interchange [ZTL+21].

Interclass [CWLL20].

Interconnect [FSM22].

Interconnected [HMK23].

Interdisciplinary [ASK24, MRAS+23].

Inheritance [LXZ22].

Inhibitive [TWW+21].

INITIA [SKE22].

Initialization [AE22b, OKJ+21, PS22b].

Initialized [AS23a, TNP21].

Injection [AQP+22, KJS+20, TPT+22].

Innovative [HFFA20, SKE22, WZ24].

Input [AM20b, Ano21a, HTZ+22, RRIL22, SN22a, SYJL20].

Insrush [DWZ+20b, DWY+21].

Insightful [DAW22].

Insights [FGL+20].

Inspiration [HFFA20, SKE22, WZ24].

Intelligence [JB20, XZ20a, ASMS21, AGSN23, BTP+21, Che24, CR23, DSYF22, DAT23, EVVR21, FM22, FSdP+23, GISL+23, GSS23b, HKMS21, JAM24, JEO20, JC21a, OSMM23, SRBH22, WZMJ23a, XZ20a, YYY+23, ZALM23].

Intelligence-based [EVVR21, GSS23b].

Intelligence-enabled [GISL+23, YYY+23, ZALM23].

Intelligent [ESS23, GDS23, HDXH20, JLE22, LCW21, OS21a, OBER22, SPA+21, SV22c, SKE22, WNZ24, ZHJW21, Abb23, ABZ20, AFF22, AKUA22, ALN21, BD20, BC23b, BJ23, CLDY21, CCZ+21, Che24, DYF20, DLC+21, FGZ23, FSW21, GLN23, GYZ+20, HXZ21, IA22, JB22b, JHG23, KCM+22, LH22, LLAV22, LLC21a, MK22a, MES23, NBK22, NKST24, ORP21, PMS+21, PK23a, PA21, RSKA23, RK23c, SMD+21, SKHL22, SR22c, SZ24, TK22b, VDL23, WLCW20, WJS21, WZ20b, WN21, YIB22b, ZWC+23, CSW20].

Intelligently [AS23a].

Intel’s [HYT+21].

Intensified [DBK21].

Intensity [VV23].

Intensive [BPM+22, CYK+21, KD22, LXZ20, NShpO21, RS20].

Intention [USK23].

Inter [ALBZ21, KFKD22, KKS23, SS23d, XFPY24].

Inter-class [KFF22].

Inter-organizational [XFPY24].

Inter-resource [ALBZ21].

Interactions [CSWC20, HLCH20].

Interactive [DB23, KWZ+21, LHJ22, LPHK20, SGS21a, SP22c, WN21].

Interchange [ZTL+21].

Interclass [CWLL20].

Interconnect [FSM22].

Interconnected [HMK23].

Interdisciplinary [ASK24, MRAS+23].

Inheritance [LXZ22].

Inhibitive [TWW+21].

INITIA [SKE22].

Initialization [AE22b, OKJ+21, PS22b].

Initialized [AS23a, TNP21].

Injection [AQP+22, KJS+20, TPT+22].

Innovative [HFFA20, SKE22, WZ24].


IoT-assisted [SS23d]. IoT-based [Tur23, VSP22, AAN+21, AA23b, BFM+21]. IoT-enabled [KS20].


isomorphism [HCH+21, HHC+22]. isotopic [WZB21]. ISSA [WWG21]. issuance [TG23]. Issue [Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20d, Ano20e, Ano20f, Ano20g, Ano20h, Ano20i, Ano20j, Ano20k, Ano20l, Ano20m, Ano20n, Ano20o, Ano20p, Ano20q, Ano20r, Ano20s, Ano20t, Ano20u, Ano20v, Ano20w, Ano20x, Ano20y, Ano20z, Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano21j, Ano21k, Ano21l, Ano21m, Ano21n, Ano21o, Ano21p, Ano21q, Ano21r, Ano21s, Ano21t, Ano21u, Ano21v, Ano21w, Ano21x, Ano21y, Ano21z, Ano21-28, Ano21-29, Ano21-30, Ano21-31, Ano21-32, Ano21-33, Ano21-34, Ano21-41, Ano22a, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano22f, Ano22g, Ano22h, Ano22i, Ano22j, Ano22k, Ano22l, Ano22m, Ano22n, Ano22o, Ano22p, Ano22q, Ano22r, Ano22s, Ano22t, Ano22u, Ano22v, Ano22w, Ano22x, Ano22y, Ano22z, Ano23a, Ano23b, Ano23c, Ano23-28, Ano23-29, Ano23d, Ano23e, Ano23f, Ano23g, Ano23h, Ano23i, Ano24a, Ano24b, Ano24c, Ano24d, Ano24e, Ano24f, Ano24g, Ano24h, Ano24i, Ano24j, Ano24k, Ano24l, Ano24m, Bad23, FZT22, JB20, JSL20, KS21a, KLL+21, LMM22, RT20, SCh22b, SGB20, SKE22, Vic21, XZ20b, ABZ20, B23, CSW20, FD20a, IS23, JC21a, JAC+21, KSY23, LXXZ20, Lwi24, LL21, P21, SCh22a, TC22, WY20, WJS21, Wri22, WYAD20, Wu22, XXZ20a].

Issues [PUL20, AS23a, DJF21, FLB23, KK22a, YIB22b]. Istanbul [TI22].


join [JW+20, RCS20, STISM21, WWF+22]. join-free [JW+20]. Joint
Judicious [SSM+21]. jump [NY22, ZST+23]. jumping [AAMM23].

k-nearest [KSY24]. Kaciranlar [ADA22]. Kafka [RZ24]. Kahan
[DS23b, KSA+21]. Kalman
[DCM21, JPK22, KAQ23, LWZC21]. Kalman-Based [LWZC21]. KC
[PSM22]. kernels [AHW22]. Kessel [RM21]. Key
[KJHM21, P21, SV22d, AMB23, BV22b, CBK23, FCX+22, FCMM20, FXX22, GIPS23, GWA+24, HLS+20, LS23a, LLC+22a, MS21a, MG22, NAR+22, NR22, PM23a, PDRM24, PA21, SPS23, SLG+20, SYL23, TJC24, VB22a, VK23a, WGGY22, ZGG+23]. key-aggregate [PM23a]. key-value
keyword [CKL20, HKA20]. Khosher [BK22c]. Kibria
[MAAK23, OU22, SU23]. kick [HSL+22]. kidney
[AYJ+22, RV23, VKSS23, VR22, XLL+20]. kind [MLZ21b]. KL [LAKA21].
KMFA2 [SH22]. knapsack [Yil22b]. knee [BKK22]. kNN
[TWL+20]. Knowledge
[CHL+24, ZTL+21, AS22a, AMR+21, AHS20, AMD20, BBB+20a, EGB21, JWI20, KT22b, LDW+23, LLX+24, SZ24, TLQ21, VCS+21, WFHC21, WLLX21, WZC+22a, YSK22, uHAU23]. knowledge-based
[BBB+20a, JW20, WFHC21, WLLX21]. Kokkos
[LCL+22]. Kullback [RM21]. kurtosis [PS22b].

L [LAK22]. Label
[LLV+23, SP22d, MSJ22, TJJZ23, WER+23, WCG21, WLY+22]. labeled
[KUK22, LLL+24]. labeling [RV21]. labels [LLT20]. labor [JCL+20]. ladle
[STJ+20]. Lagrange
[JGW20, LZL+20a]. lake [CB22, BSM23]. lake-water
LAN [AA23a]. land
[Aka22b, KR323, LM20b, SM21, WKY22, ZDH+22].
land-use
[Aka22b]. LANDSAT [CK21a]. landscape
[WZ20b, WZ21, WN21, WN224, WZB21]. Landslide
[LG23]. Lane
[YCL+22a]. Language
[R21b, RVJ+22, AQP+22, CMJC23, CDN+21, KG22, NMS+21, RD23, ST23a, WSI21]. language-based [NMS+21].
languages
[UF21]. Lap
[ZQX+23]. Laplace
[YYM+24]. Laplacian
[LCL+20]. Large
[LDW+23, WZL+24, ZTS+22, AE22a, BBF21, BMK+20, CK24a, FPXM21, HXST22, Kal22, KKM20, LM21, LHC+23, LGL+21, LSZ+23, LTW+24, LB21, MDSG+23, NKKM21, NAR+22, NWT21, RC22, RBWB21, RZ23, SK22a, Shi22a, Shu22, TAT+23, TA23b, WZZ+22, Wu22,
XLL + 21, YCL + 22b, YBJ + 23, YTN + 20, YÖT + 22, ZABT + 20]. Large-scale
[LDW + 23, WZL + 24, BMK + 20, LHC + 23, LGL + 21, MDSG + 23, NKKM21, NWT21, RC22, RBWB21, SK22a, Shu22, TAT + 23, WZZ + 22, Wu22, XLL + 21].
large-scaled [LB21].

Latency [SRG + 21, CTA + 23, NFF21, NN23, SSS20, SWS + 24, ZQX + 23].
Latency-aware [SRG + 21, ZQX + 23].
Latent [RR22, RF23, VSS22, WZL + 24, BMK + 20, LHC + 23, LGL + 21, MDSG + 23, NKKM21, NWT21, RC22, RBWB21, SK22a, Shu22, TAT + 23, WZZ + 22, Wu22, XLL + 21].
PGD+22, PKB+23, PKKL21, PCC+21]. **learning** [PK22b, PK22c, PB22b, PM22, PS23b, PVVS22, PK22d, RR23a, RR23b, RSM21, RSM23, RTBC23, RaaB21, RV23, RBWB21, SB23a, SJA+22, SKPD23, SPQM20, SVS22, SNBAI24, SSS+20, SRG+22, SRL23, SM22b, SV22c, SKCS23, SR24, SX21, SZW+22, SPWX23, SZGR21, SM23b, SM23c, SET+22, SP22b, Shu22, SBSK22, SPS22, SPKK22, SCM22, SMAG22, SSP24, SRIB23, SAL+22b, SG22e, SV22e, SM22e, SKR+24, TJZ23, THX22, TMB24, TCW+23, TSCM22, TS22, TUD21, TSB23, UDS21, UWF+21, UE22, UAS+22, URK+22, VLVS22, VS22b, VSP22, Wan22a, WZZ+20, WZY+22, WZC+22a, WZL+22, WZMJ23b, WWM+23, WRE+23, WKL+22, WN23, WHDS22, WTL23, WT23, XLX+21, XZG+23, XLS22, XDL22, YS22, YKL23, YWQ+21, YZX+22, YLKC24, YBL+22, Yil22b, YHL+23, YM22b, YfDp+23, YSL+21b, ZNDA22, ZZL+20, ZBC+21, ZZL+20, ZZW+22, ZZY22a, ZCZW22, ZCZC23, ZCZ+22, ZTP+23]. **learning** [ZYY+24, dOPBdO21]. **learning-based** [AET+22, Bai23, BBD24, CDV23, CAAHC23, CWW+23b, CD22, GB20, JLE22, VK24, KBB+22, KY22, LLKS21, LL24, MRS+21, MSBR23, OGS22, PCC+21, SRL23, YKL23, dOPBdO21]. **learning-driven** [WHDS22, ZDH+22]. **learning-Internet** [AYH+22]. **Least** [LWZC21, DCM21, XCY22]. **ledger** [BOI23]. **legality** [NET21b]. **length** [DKP+20, KA22b, OHR21, AST22]. **Lesion** [HZZC22, KIAA+22, MMR+22, SSMT22a]. **Lessons** [VBP+24]. **letter** [KE21]. **leukemia** [BP23a, SCM22]. **level** [AÜ+23, BZK+21, CD24a, CBR22, CPLX21, CCM23, GDA22, HLCH20, JNMG21, KEK+20, KBBH21, MK23a, LWZ+20, LLX+24, MG20, MCNR20, OUG22, RRK22, RKS21b, SS23c, SN22b, SB21, WJLC21, ZZ22, ZK24, ZCD+22]. **leveling** [KAQ22, YGS+23]. **levels** [Kim21a, WHDS22]. **Leverage** [ZLYS21]. **Leveraging** [KKAM21, SKSN22, FDY21, RCBTGE23]. **Leveraging** [GM21]. **license** [QCC+23]. **Lidar** [ML20]. **life** [CH21, GA22, QPS20, uZKH+20]. **lifecycle** [SAL+22b]. **lexicographic** [Li20]. **lexicon** [DSS+23]. **Libfabric** [SSSR20]. **libraries** [BFR24]. **Library** [BSML21, FKO22, IGY23, MM21, PB22a, USP+23]. **LibreSocial** [GM21]. **license** [QCC+23]. **Lidar** [ML20]. **life** [CH21, GA22, QPS20, uZKH+20]. **lifecycle** [SAL+22b]. **lexicographic** [Li20]. **lexicon** [DSS+23]. **Libfabric** [SSSR20]. **libraries** [BFR24]. **Library** [BSML21, FKO22, IGY23, MM21, PB22a, USP+23]. **LibreSocial** [GM21]. **license** [QCC+23]. **Lidar** [ML20]. **life** [CH21, GA22, QPS20, uZKH+20]. **lifecycle** [SAL+22b]. **lexicographic** [Li20]. **lexicon** [DSS+23]. **Libfabric** [SSSR20]. **libraries** [BFR24]. **Library** [BSML21, FKO22, IGY23, MM21, PB22a, USP+23]. **LibreSocial** [GM21]. **license** [QCC+23]. **Lidar** [ML20]. **life** [CH21, GA22, QPS20, uZKH+20]. **lifecycle** [SAL+22b].
Methodological [SSI22]. Methodologies [KLL+21]. methodology [AS20, BCC+21, CA22, DJJR22, GM22b, PCC+21, SD23, WZC+22b].

ZZL+22, ZML+23, ZWL+23, ZXL+21a, ZYXX23, ZWY+24, ZFZ+20, ZOS+21, Zhu22a, ZLX+24, ZCW+23. model-based
[AMM+20, GBS24, GK22b, IMNC22, YJC+21, KCP+22, LSW21, YWC+23]. model-checking [YSH+22]. Modeling
[WLG+22]. Modelling [BBB+20c, UZAA21]. Models
[LM20a, Oh21, SCH22b, Aka22b, AK22c, ASRN23, ATC23, ADA22, Bad23, BTP+21, BPT+23, BC23b, BB23, CD24a, CS21, ESS23, FSW21, HK22a, IS23, JNS22, KAA22, KNK22, LM22a, LAK22, MY24, NPK22, OCD22, OO23a, ÖK22, ÖTT23, SLLMTS+24, SKCS23, SET+22, SCH22a, WXL21, YK23, YL22b, ZBC+21, ZST+23]. modern
[ASA+21, BFM+23, BAR21, FAM22, SJA+22, TH22]. modes [BPW+20]. modification [Cob22, LCZ+20b, Pal22]. modifications [TLXX21, YA22b].
Modular-based [ZZY+22b]. modularity [CYZ+21]. Modularized
[KDS22]. modulation [Ao21-37, SA22b, SK20a]. module
molecule [GS21]. Moller [WZ21, DS23b]. moments [SAHAN22].
momentum [NBK22]. monarch [BP23a]. monetizing [AKA+22a].
mongoose [AK22a]. monitor [AS24]. Monitoring
[ST21, AFF22, AM20a, ANP+20, wGTC22, GSS23b, HT21, Hem22, IMNC22, JAC+21, KCP23, LBA23, LA22, LCR+24, LLC21a, LYW+21, LSZ+23, MBO+21, NS23, PUL20, TKG+23, VSP22, WGY22, YAR22]. monkey
[ASRN23, KK22d, KDS+23, MK22b, RK21b, ZGLS21]. monotone
morphism [OO22]. morphism-based [OO22]. morphological [GM22b].
motch [GNS22, KS22d, NBP22, SYG22, VB22b, WDW+22]. moth-flame
[WDW+22]. motifs [LZL+20b]. Motion
[HKP21, CC22b, GBR22, HSL+22, SRKG24, TAB21, WW24]. motor
[MHL+20]. mould [SS23f]. mouth [PB21]. movement
[DM23, DKC+21, SZGR21, ZGH+22]. moving
[CY24, DTK24, HAA23, JHZ20, KHK+23, LHK22, NBS+22]. MP [BS23a].
MP-HTLC [BS23a]. MPI [SBG20, BBB+20b, CdOO+20, CLE+20, DJJR22, FGL+20, GMA20, GADM20, HGX+22, LFW20, LZZ+20, MB21, NWT21,


AMA22, CNG+20, CZL+22, DS22c, FC21, GBS24, KBL+21, KSP21, MK22b, MS22b, PPM22, PKR22, SB23a, SSMT22a, Shi22a, WHC+20, YLZC23.

multi-organ [LL+24], multi-orientation [AAEA20], multi-output [Ano21a, SYJL20]. Multi-party [GKLS23, NR22, OO22, GN21a].

multi-path [BZT+23a, SAM+23]. Multi-perspective [ELIG23].

multi-portal [YNK+23], multi-preference [JNM+22], multi-product [FMNF22], multi-project [USI21], multi-queue [FSA+22]. multi-replica [TY22].

multi-server [XZL+20a]. multi-set [AS23c].

multi-source [WWZ+22, Zhu22a]. Multi-step [NBK22].

multi-strategy [LZT+23]. Multi-strategy-based [DQF+23].

Multi-swarm [LGL+21, BKD22].

multi-task [HLG24, GBBS21]. multi-tenant [RAaB21, SAM+23].

Multi-texture [GP22b, PKSM24]. multi-threaded [DGSB20].

Multi-view [NNX+23]. Multiview [NNX+23].

multigraph [SPWX23]. multigrid [MW21]. MultiHop

[Ngu21, SPK+22a, TK22b]. multiIon [ZZS+21b]. multimodel [APM+21].

multikey [LWW23]. Multilabel [aWLY+22, Akb22, DDZ+20, SSL22].

multilabeled [AV22b]. multilateration [SM24b]. MultiLayer

[HLZ23, KM23a, GM22a, JSA22, KSK23, LC21, OBTC20, The21].

Multilevel [ABB22, SS22e, BMK+20, CCD+20b, DMS+21, GWA+23, GWA+24, KRSM23, KK22f, PCK23, THW21]. multilingual [KS22c].

Multimedia [MBM+20b, ABES20, CJ21a, CL22b, DS24a, Ogi20b, ORP21, SKR+24, WLZ+21b]. Multimetric [SSV24].

Multimodal [SZqW20, APN+21, AKJ+23, BK22c, CZG+20, CZ22, DWDG20, LCW+23a, MG21b, SS23c, SCM22]. multimodel [UE22].

Multimodal [APM+21]. multinomial [LHC+23]. Multiobjective

[GWGR20, ZZY22a, BPW+20, MKA23, TS22, VPGK23, YLW+22].

multiomics [CSWC20]. multiparty [BS23a]. multipath


Multiscale

Mutable [MTD+20, AMAT22]. mutal [GYL+21, JPH23, LLM+24, LSW+21, LRC+22, NT23, PSP24, SHV24, WER+23, ZFH+23].


Neighbor [LSZ24, WSL+20, Ben21, BM22b, GCQ+24, GZY+22, KSY24, RRJ23, MKL21, WQY+22, XLWX20]. neighbor-based [RRJ23].


net [XWQ+23, WZX+22, BDR23, BMG22, HZC22, KK22b, KMD23, LJP+21, LZSC23, LLX+24, XLL+20, YKL23, ZCX+21, JMV24, LZF20].


neural-fuzzy [JSS22].

neural-network-based [CCZM23].

Neuro [MRAM21, ABCP23, JKP22, KS23b, MGSB23, NSR22, RKC22, SP22b].

Neuro-fuzzy [MRAM21, ABCP23, JKP22, KS23b, SP22b].

neuroimaging [DHSG23, VPB23].

neurological [VPSM22].

neuromorphic [PK23a].

neuron [WYE23].

neutrosophic [RNRK22].

news [CZ22, DBD23, KM21a, MSJ22].

Newton [MLVGR24].

next [ETH23, HJJ20, WS21, WC22].
	next-generation [HJJ20, WS21, WC22].

NFV [PCG21].

ngrams [BD21].

NIDS [Gün23a].

Nimble [STISM21].
	nine [WSM20].
	nine-layer [WSM20].

Niyama [TKS22].

NLOS [AC23, ZXL21b].

NLP [AAE23].

NLPHub [CPPP21].

NLSP [BXH23].

NLU [AAE23].

NMIEDA [LSX21].

NN [MMS24].

NNPEC [CS23].

NO [ZIG22a].

NoC [USP23].

noC-based [USP23].

NoCs [RJH23].

Node [TKS22, WZHL21, AC23, BM22b, BVP22, CS23, CW22, CG22, Cza23, DD21, DT22b, DMPR24, ECIB20, HJJ22, HNSS22, KJHM21, LXY21, LLJ22a, LMM23, MAG20, MS21c, MSL22, MP23, SA22a, SSM21, XG22, XH22b].

node-based [XG22].

Node-Fusion [WZHL21].

nodes [AS23a, DRV22, DP22b, FZC20, LSSQ22, NQ21, RP22, Sin23, VBM21, WZHL21].

node [TFZC23, ZKZ23].

nodes [MSB23, ZZ22].

Noise [WWM23, ARHT21, MRS21, MH23, YY22].

noises [AS22d].

noisy [RKMS24].

NOMA [Mir22].

Nominator [ARC22].

Non [EAvM21, FAQ20, HXY22b, JW22, Kim21a, KPA23, LGX23, RPM22, SDM21, WLL21a, WPL20, Yil2ic].

Non-blocking [EAvM20].

non-cache-coherent [RPM22].

non-dominance [HXY22b].

non-dominated [HXY22b, Yil2ic].

non-face-to-face [Kim21a].

neural [MRS21, MCT22b, MSBR23, NBK22, ND23, NSK24, NMQ22, NW21, OKJ21, Oaa21, OCD22, OE22a, OGS22, PBK23, PT22, PAN22, PSMM22, PK22a, PKB22, PLX20, PA23, PD22b, PVVS22, AST22, QWL24, RM21, RK23b, RSKA23, RRIL22, RW24, SPA21, SJ22, SSMT22a, SSMT22b, SC22a, SMD22a, SRG22, SK22, SK21a, SBA22, SMBM24, SAD21, SMD21, SS24, Siz20, SM22c, SSN23, SMKA22, SP22c, SPH21, SP23b, SHVA23, SAMS23, SP22b, SM22d, SLHW20, SS22g, SBS22, SRS23, TZ22, TAT23, TSL21, TFZC23, TB23, TBNPQ23, TO21, VRR22, VJ22, VRV23, VRS22, VV23, WSM20, WWG21, WZM23a, WZ22, W22, WX22, YRV23, Y22, YLL20, YF20, ZLC21, ZLC22, ZLC23, ZLC24, dRs21, ZLC22, ZLC23].

optimizer [AS23a, ABCP23, BJGF20, CYZ23, CZ24, Den24, DS20b, DM22d, GP22a, KAO22, LGL21, LM22b, SSMT22b, VRS22, VR22, ZCR23].

optimizer-based [ABCP23]. Optimizing [BMK20, IAA20, MHPA21, Mon21, NMT+23, MR23a, PJP21, RMS24, WXH+22, WK20, Yil21a, ZZZ+20, ZLW+20, Mit20, SR22d, Yil23, dOPBdO21].


orchestration [CI20, PB22a]. order [AMBAJ22, Kha22a, KGGM22, LJ+22a, LSSQ22, LLY+23, LLMZ21, SMCM+22]. ordering [ZTM21].


over-pressure [XSZ+23]. overall [DBN+22]. overflow [AMR+21, VK24, NTK22]. overhead [GN21a, SBSK22, ZZW+22].


Oversampling [SP23a, Fio20, KFKD22]. overview [AAT21, GGA24, GQ20, NK22]. ownership [XZL+20a]. oxide [ZCR23]. Özkale [ADA22].


Pakistani [uZKH+20]. palmprint [AEM22]. PAMPAR [GSG20]. pandemic [PKVS21, SP22b]. pandemics [BK22a, SJA+22]. panoramic
Pansharpening

paradigm

parallel

parallelized

Parameter

parameters

parasitic

Patient
[Alm22, DR22c, DR23, HT21, dCBJBP20, KKK23, SGS+23, TKG+23, VSP22]. patient-centric [dCBJBP20]. patients
[CMT20, GRC+23, SLL+23, SBS22, WMC21]. payload [CCPP21].

Payment
permutation [CZ24], permuted [LMR22], persistent [CZTC22], Person [CLT+21, KWZ+21, MG21b, PLX+24, XLX+21, XPLX23, ZCZC23], Personal [KPM20, HDXH20, NA22a, SS23c, ZYXX23, uZKH+20], personality [YB23a], Personalized [BKLY20, FRN+23, BMSD23, JJJ+21, LNC+20, MSJ22, WZC+22a], perspective [CJC22, ELIG23, FD20b, KY23, YB23a, YLKC24], Perspectives [Ano21-41], persuasive [MSK22], pertinent [AKLK24], perturbation [XLY+23], perturbations [MC20], pervasive [LMMS24], petascale [GHL+23, HPH+20], Petri [YB23b], petroleum [GKM22], petrophysical [BRL+20], PETSc [BBB+20c], PG [JDG22], PG-DRL [JDG22], PGASUS [PEGP23], PGRD [ZLX+24], PGWO [LLAV22], PGWO-AVS-RDA [LLAV22], Pharmaceutical [GGS+22], phase [EAvM20, XYLW21], PHAST [PB22a], PHengLEI [WZL+24], phenotyping [DMD+20, MRAS+23], Phi [HYT+21, Mit20], phishing [GB23, JAM24, NJK22, SS22b], phone [JKKL21], phone-sensitive [JKKL21], photoelastic [TLH+22], photovoltaic [NVD22], phrase [ZLV22], physical [AR23, CAAHC23, DAT23, DCT+23, GKG+20, HXZS23, KSJK21, KGRG24, Ker22, LI23, MBC23, NT23, SS22c, TS24b, YLJ22, ZX23a, ZALM23], picking [LML+23], piecewise [LGDD22, LFWJ22], piecewise [WJLC21], pilgrims [AR22a], PIN [GMP+20], PIN-based [GMP+20], pinned [CYK+21], pipeline [AFF22, DRM22b, GMN21, O033a, TAT22, ZYH+23], pipelined [ZZL+20], pipelined-based [ZZL+20], pipelining [ZZL+20], pitch [KG23], pixel [GRMP23], pixel-based [GRMP23], pixelwise [LGT+23], PixJS [TSV+22], PKD [LLX+24], PKD-Net [LLX+24], placement [ARC22, BYP021, BZT23b, CHMC21, FCMM20, GLJ20, HAK22, KV24, KEM22, KHA22b, LXW+23, PS23c, ST22c, SM23a, SL24, TWG+21, VG21], plagiarism [MT22, UWF+21], Planner [KMZ+20], planning [ATG23, Bul22, DWZ+20b, ETKD23, FGG+21, GKC22, GSZ+20, HML21, HL23, JLYH+24, KD22, LKR+22, LXT+22, NGOS22, PPM22, ZYNT+21], plant [DMD+20, HLO+21, PK22a, RKR22, YRV+23, ZCX+21], plants [JA23, MCT22b, RTBC23], plasma [DBPC22, KCL+20], plate [HWBZ21, RSKA23], platform [AIA22, CFR+21, DS24a, DCK21, DKC+21, ENB+20, HMB22, HA21, HL20, Hua20, JPL22, LMBK23, LFX+20, LZZ+23, Liq22, MBO+21, RV23, SKA23, UKS22, UGK+22, VCF220, VPB+23, WZZ+22, WNZ24, ZHJW21], Platforms [HOS+21, ALB+20, AYB21, BAD23, CCCR21, DR20, HVT23, HMR24, HTZ+22, IS23, KFML20, KML23, LK22c, LCW21, LLS22, PSF23, SYRS+22, SVM24, WZZ+22, WC22, XAC+20, YYY+23, LM20a], player [AYD21, KB21], plots [KRC22], plug [OMA+23], plug-in [OMA+23], plugin [Ano21g], plus [AFB+23, ABC+21], PMC [JQGL20], PMCSched [BSPM23], PMIPv6 [MM24], PMIPv6-based [MM24], PN [LMMS24], PN-HPC [LMMS24], PoA [BK22a], POI [SJ22], point
[DPFC20, GK23b, IAAA22, KSA+21, MWS+23, WK20, YSLX22, SJ22].

[ZYXX23]. **Predictable** [BWS+21]. Predicting
[AFBM+23, BB23, GLW21, HR22b, KG22, UMR23, XZY+22, ZHW+20, Asl22, BM22c, GKM22, JSS22, Kan22, SHA+22, WHDS22, YW22].

[SSP24, SHVA23, SM22c, SK21c, SRS23, DM22a, SM23d, TT22, VSP22, WJLC21, WHH+23, WWL+20, WSL+20, WCZ+23, WTL23, XCY22, XY24, XLL+21, XY21, XLZL22, YTW+24, YPYR22, YLZC23, YLJH22, YF0, ZNDA22, ZYXX23, dRdSZ+23].** prediction-based**
[XDH+20].

**Predictive**
[GMK+21, BK23, HML20, JD23, LLH19, ÖK22, RAaB21, SAAA22], **predictor** [RAK22], **predictors** [SAF+23].

**PreDiKT-OnOff** [uZKH+20]. **preempt** [MS21b], **preemption** [BMJ+20].

**preemptive** [RCBTGE23]. **PreF** [XZY+22]. **preference**
[GMK+21, BK23, HML20, JD23, LLH19, ÖK22, RAaB21, SAAA22]

**PreDiKT-OnOff** [uZKH+20]. **preempt** [MS21b]. **preemption** [BMJ+20].

**preemptive** [RCBTGE23]. **PreF** [XZY+22]. **preference**
[GMK+21, BK23, HML20, JD23, LLH19, ÖK22, RAaB21, SAAA22]

**preservation**
[DT22a].

**Preliminary** [HYT+21, CCD+20b]. **premises** [MDG+23], **premixed** [XSZ+23].

**preparing**
[TLQ21].

**price**
[LLA+22, HR22a, KRSR23, KS22b, NTB23, ZNDA22]. **prices** [KAR+23].

**pricing** [BC21, KRSR23, NM23, ZNDA22]. **prime** [AE22a]. **primitives** [BMH+23]. **Principal**
[AKA+21a, wGTC22, AU22, HNG22, HML20, KÖG22, LLH19, YLYL22].

**principle** [NGD+22, RR23b]. **principles** [LBFT22]. **prior**
prioritized [AY21, SKR+24]. prioritizing [AZI20]. Priority

[LGZ20, BZH21, BKS22, FSA+22, GD22, NM23, RCK22].

Priority-based [LGZ20, BKS22, FSA+22, NM23]. PriTxt [XLZZ22].


Proactive [AFNH21, CWFK23]. probabilistic [AP22, BSBF22, CCGN20, RM21, FZL+20]. probabilities [STH+20].


[BVS20, PSB+20, SRS+21, TMB24]. pruned [HUJ22]. Pruning
[LLC+22a, OHFF20, JKS20, LGX+23, WSZ+23]. pseudo [BA20, HDXH20].
pseudo-location [HDXH20]. PSO [KSS21, SA22a, YLJH22, LLL23, NA22b].
PSO-FCM [KSS21]. PSO-GRU [LLL23]. PSO-NN [Yuc22]. psychological
[RVJ+22, THW21]. psychology [HGMK21, PVRM22].
Psychometric [RVJ+22]. psychotherapy [XZ22]. PTNet [HZD+22]. pub
[KKHK21]. pub/sub [KKHK21]. public [AR23, BV22b, CPYC21, FXX22,
GFQ20, HL20, MC24, SJ23a, UKS22, YSC+20, YZXL22, ZWO+20].
pseudo-location [HDXH20]. pseudo [BA20, HDXH20].
PSO-FCM [KSS21]. PSO-GRU [LLL23]. PSO-NN [Yuc22]. psychological
[RVJ+22, THW21]. psychology [HGMK21, PVRM22].
Psychometric [RVJ+22]. psychotherapy [XZ22]. PTNet [HZD+22]. pub
[KKHK21]. pub/sub [KKHK21]. public [AR23, BV22b, CPYC21, FXX22,
GFQ20, HL20, MC24, SJ23a, UKS22, YSC+20, YZXL22, ZWO+20].
publication [LXY21]. Publicly [KYP21, ZLO+21]. publish
[NET20, XSGL20, YPO21, ZQX+23]. publish/subscribe
[NET20, XSGL20, YPO21, ZQX+23]. publishing
[CSV22, DK22b, LX22, MLS+24, RN22, SCH+24, TZ23]. Pulmonary
[ZK2+23, KPJ+21, ZZW+22]. Pulse [TB23]. punishment
[GYL+21, Ano21b]. purchase [THW21]. pure [ZST+23]. purposes [DB23].
pursuit [RT22a, URK+22]. pushdown [YSH+22]. pyramid
[LCL+20, ZKZ+23]. pyramidal [PP21].
Q [FSFM22, SB23a, SM22c]. Q-learning [SB23a]. QCA [AM20b]. QoE
[LBA23, SG22d]. QoE-aware [SG22d, LBA23]. QoS [AMRH21, AASPR22,
BJGF20, DJGF21, FM20, GCP22, HGHD22, LmJdL+22, LXW+23, Mir22,
PS23c, RG23, SK23, SS23d, SH22, SR20a, SSH22, XHZ+21, YSL+21a, YJJ23].
QoS-aware [AASPR22, DJGF21, Mir22, BJGF20, LXW+23, SS23d, SR20a].
QoS-based [RG23]. QRDF [JZL21]. quadruplet [LMR22]. quadratic
[APP+21, HXY+22a, KIN+23, LNI+24, RKK23]. Qualitative
[WZX+22, SG21a]. Quality [Ben22, SKRS21, BKS22, CPQ+22, CHL+24,
CD22, DG21, EABZB21, GHRM21, HR22b, HIN23, KLK23, LC20, LLN+23,
MSPPD20, MRS+21, NVND22, OSK23, PPA22, RP21b, RKL21, SAQJ23,
SK2a, WJD22, YFF22, YF21c, YLJH22, ZQW+21, ZWZ+21].
quantifying [SGHL20]. quantitative [LTL21]. Quantity [JJC+23].
quantization [JLZ+24, KDL20, TA23a]. quantization-based [KDL20].
Quantum [GN21b, RKM24, YLJH22, AML+22, AG22, DZCL22, DAK22,
FZT22, GM22a, HZQ+24, JMV24, Jia22, KA22a, OBER22, QNZP22, RC22,
SN22a, SG24, UAS+22, VK23a, Yib22a, ZZLZ22b, LSL20].
Quantum-behaved [YLJH22, LSL20]. quantum-dot [AG22].
quantum-dots [GM22a]. quantum-inspired [DZCL22]. Quasi [JB24].
Quasi-identifier [JB24]. Quasius [PJOK24]. queries [APM22, AKB22,
GGCGS20, LHK22, LZX+23, XLZ+20b, XDJJ21, Yil21a, ZHXY23]. Query
[HYG+23, KC20, AQP+22, CY24, CWL+20, GSS+23a, GZY+22, JZL21,
KS22d, PM22, RV21, RAG21, RLdO20, SKSP23, WQY+22, ZYXC23,
ZL+23, ZWC+22]. querying [KRK21]. Question
[Che24, YSK22, ZPL21, AWS+22, FDXH22, KC20, ZFF+21, ZL22].
question-answering [KC20]. questions [Che24]. queue
[DKP+20, PSA+22]. queueing [FSFM22]. queues [DGSB20]. quicksort
[LS22]. quintic [Bul22]. Quo [MTSU22]. Quorum [Rav23].
R [Faz23, SKP22, SKP23]. **R-CNN** [SKP23]. **R-ICTS** [SKP22].


**Rainbow** [MPG20]. **Rainfall** [RP21c, BBD23, CCD+20b, DM22b]. **RALB** [AAK+21b]. **RALB-HC** [AAK+21b]. **Raman** [SA22b]. **Ramanujan** [VVK23]. **RAMs** [WMY+21]. **Random** [AKA22c, SJ23b, AMJK21, Aka22b, ATS22, BA20, BDK22, BKK23, CAS24, JSA22, MCT22a, MHB+22b, OE22b, SV22a, SKB+20, SCM22, SP21b, TT22, WLX21, YLG20, ZBY22, TTT2].

**random-grid** [OE22b]. **randomized** [HTZ+22, LYI+20]. **randomly** [AE22a]. **range** [LNC+20, SWK22]. **range-sensitive** [LNC+20]. **Rank** [CT22, BV22a, HMQO23, LLM21, SS23c, SP22d, ZXL21]. **rank-level** [SS23c]. **rank-revealing** [HMQO23].

**reaction** [BSEN20]. **Reactive** [CYZ+23, CFK23]. **reactors** [KCL+20]. **reader** [CSL21]. **Real** [ALBZ21, BBP+24, C212b, CLX+21, EASN22, KA23, KMZ+20, PD20, PMR+21, RZ24, TTX22, YTW+24, ARS22a, BEJD22, BWS+21, CY22, ÇG21, GMS+21, GMK+21, HWG23, HGD20, IAO21, JK22a, JAC+21, LZL+23, LLA+22, RKuH+20, SKA23, SKPV22, SMD+21, Shi22b, SK20b, SK21b, SYT+21, SZZ+24b, TS21, TYLY23, VP22a, VKK+24, WMC+23, WSJ+21, XLL+23, XYFZ23, YÇC22, ZHT+23]. **Real-Time**

Recollecting [SAMS23]. Recalling-enhanced [SAMS23], receding [DZCL22], received [LLKS21]. receiver [LCZ+20b]. Receptive [ZLZ+22a]. Recharge [MCR+23], rechargeable [CSWZ22], recharging [KAR+23], recirculation [FDY21]. Recognition [SV22c, ZLZ+22a, AR22a, AEM22, AFM22, BKJ22, BKK23, BYL20, BP23b, BYTG22, BMV22, CCGN20, CL+21, CTZC22, DSC+21b, FAM22, GZC+22, GA22, JB24, JB22a, JKB22, JWL20, JYC+21, JTY+21, JPO+21, KE21, KDC22, Kay22b, KSK+22, KSK23, LN20, Li21, LIW+21, LZY+21, MSA21, NBPR22, PT22, PZD+21, RR23a, RSKA23, RMS22, RD23, SS21, SHL+22, SMD22a, ST23a, SMBM24, SM22b, SQWZ20, SPK22, TWXI21, TUD21, VPSM22, YKL23, YL20b, YLW20, YSL+21b, ZLW+21, ZLD22, ZYCS22, ZGG+23]. Recognize [SKP22, AAK+21a, PB21].


recommendations [Ano21h, EVVR21, GK23b, Kum21, MWH+23, RKh+20, TC24, WWW+20].

Recommender [VCS+21, CY+20, CYW+22, DS21, GK22b, HDS+23, JNM+22, Kat23, OBER22, dQtZWS22, RS21, VAB22].


recycling [CY+21]. Redefining [RSM23]. Redesign [CJY+20].


Reducing
[AV21, KGM23, LYT20, FSFM22, HK21, MHL20, MTT20, WL23].


regional [GHRM21, WN21]. Regions [BKM21, AZI20, PMR21, SM23c].


related [ARS22b, KIW22, KHK24, LK22b]. relatedness [DPB22a].


to [AV21, KGM23, LYT20, FSFM22, HK21, MHL20, MTT20, WL23].


rescheduling [JC21b]. rescue [DDUK23, QHL+24]. Research
[BPAB20, Bei24, CCZ+21, CLL+21, GCSZ24, GU23, HZW+23, HSL+22, JY20, LXi22, Liq22, LLX20, LL24, SX21, wSYyCsD23, TDZ+24, TYL22, WZ20a, WQ5+23, Wan24, WZ21, WN21, WN23, Xin20, XJW+22, XHM22, YLLL20, Yih22a, ZCZW22, yZYwD+21, gZWpL+20, ZXL+21b, Zln22a, ABC+21, ACC+23, CWDM+21, DDK24, LBZ+22, NWX+23, THT20, YL20c]. resemblance [WFY+22a]. Reservation [SKPV22]. reserving [YLJ22].


reviews [BABLH21, HAA+21, KUK+24, MRKY22, Oma21, RM22]. Revised
[RP22, AHV21]. revisited [MLVGR24]. revocable
[CDR+23, CYDW20, ZHDW24]. revocation [MG020, SK23]. revolution
[CPI20]. reward [GYL+21, WLLX21, Ano21b]. reward-with-punishment
[GYL+21]. rewriting [ZLW+20]. RF [BSN22, MKA23, SKB+20].
RF-AOA-HTSA [MKA23]. RGB [BKJ22]. RGBD [LXJ+22]. rice
[DS23a, SRRM23]. rich [DR23, IAO21, KG22]. RideNN [MPV22].
RideNN-OptDRN [MPV22]. Rider [DM22b, CPA22]. ridge
[AD22a, AU22, BC22, MAAA22, OAA22, OK22, SAB22, TÖK21].
ridge-type [OAA22]. ring [DZYY22, DRMA22, KM23b]. ripeness [AA23c].
[CK24b, JMY21, MNR+22, MSA22, WZX+22, XLZZ22, YL20a, ZSS22].
[DS+23, TT22, VM23, VK23b]. RNN-LSTM [VM23]. road
[CMJM22, ZWC+22, CLL+21]. roadbed [XGZ+20]. roadmap [PHDS22].
roadside [Ano2140, ÇG21]. robot
[CCL+22, DWZ+22, DM23, HL23, JHD+21, JR23a, KRKM22, KBL+21,
LYG+21, PPM22, PS21, TDZ+24, YHL+21]. robot-assisted [PS21]. robotic
[LG21, NKY23]. robots [ADK+23, ATG23, Bal22, GKC22, ST23b]. Robust
[AEM22, BM22, KRJS22, KKS23, LAP23, RF23, SFJ+21, ZBY22, AD22a,
AU22, AFM22, ADA22, BSN22, BEKS22, CWLL20, CF21, CXXW24, FAM22,
Gu22, GLA+22, HAR20, JYC+21, Kah23, LGX+23, MAAK23, MVR23,
MM21, PA21, SAN24, SO22, SA22d, SSH22, WZMJ23b, WLDW22, YAR22].
Robustness [PGD+22, AA23c, BZWH21]. role [AIS21, HAAF22, Yil22c].
role-based [HAAF22]. rollback [LZZ+20, NKKM21]. rollback-recovery
[LZZ+20]. rolling [HLC23, wSYyCsD23]. Roofline [DAW22, YKW20].
room [TWH+22]. root [JMV24, JA23]. rootkit [RK21a]. rotated
[BEKS22]. rotation [Syl23]. Rough [Faz23, AP22, GKM22, KUK22,
KA22c, MB22, SRL23, TW+21, VR22, WLX21, WLY+22]. roulette
[HXY+22a]. round [LYSC21]. rounding [MKRK23, SPSP23]. route
[HML21, HE23, HL23, KAR+23, Sin23]. routedit [HM24].
Routitng [KJMB22, OO23b, AK21, AP23, AD22b, AGSN23, BM22b, CK24a, CLC+23,
CL22b, CD22, CCJM22b, DSS2a, DCR23, DPK22, FMMN22, GPR+22,
GJB22, GA23, GNS22, HA22, HZD+22, HUJ22, IA22, ITO21, JAR+24,
JCG+22, JDG22, KGGMM22, LCSR21, LCW23b, MK22b, MS23, MG23,
Ngu21, NQ21, PB22b, PKR22, PM23b, PD23, RJ22, RG23, RT22b, SAM+23,
SK22a, SPS23, SL20, SPS22, SSV24, SR20a, SP23b, SPK+22a, SSH22,
SKR+24, VPGK23, Wan22a, XDY+22, ZZW21]. Row [YMY+20, XWD+22].
RSCC [YMY+20]. RR [SR22a]. RTP [HMB22]. Rule [BBB22, AA22b,
AYKE21, JMM22, KSRR23, LK22a, LJC23, MS22b, SM21, WWG+20].
rule-based [KSR23]. rules [BM22c, BBB22, Lia24]. Rumor
[LWZ+22b, RDB22, KM21a, LC21, RBDS22]. rumors [ARS22b, LLSC22].

AMAT22, AMB23, ASC22, AGSN23, BXH+23, BT21, BV520, CAS24, CL22a, CBK23, DAT23, EI22, FK24, HLT23, HLS+20, HZQ+24, DR22a, JPH23, JCG+22, KGGR24, LMR22, LCSR21, LFX+20, LWL+23, MG22, NS23, NM20, NAR+22, PM23a, PSP24, PK23b, PSB+20, RGKK21, SK23, SAN24, SS23e, SL20, SS22e, SKS+23, SJ23a, SHV24, SJ23b, TJC24, TSG21, TLXX21, TLX22, TXT24, TKG+23, VDL23, VB22a, XZL+20a, ZWO+20, ZHDW24].

Secured [LS23a, CA22, FZC20, KRK21, NA22a, PKR22, RJ22, SM24a].
Securing [GMP+20, RSMCP22, DRMA22, NVV24, PSK23, SEC22, SK22d, SDR20, SAGS24, YLM21].

Security [CK23, HNS+21, JH21, MAB22, SN22b, AS23a, ABB22, BTDJ21, CKC22, CI20, CYC21, CWW+23b, CD22, DBB24, EABZ21, Gho21, GLM22, HJT+20, HXZS23, HK22b, HLT23, JZR22, JMY21, Kab23, KHEF22, KM23a, KV22b, KSCL21, MVR23, MK22b, MM22, MK21a, NSKS21, NJK22, NY22, Ogi20b, Ogi20c, OCO20, OS21a, Ogi21, OLF21, OSMM23, PZZ+23, PK22c, SR22a, SWL21, SLG+20, SSS23a, SG24, SZW+22, SS23g, TDZ+24, TCW+23, VK23a, VP22b, VBM+21, XHM22, YWC+23, ZZK+22, ZML23].

Security-based [SN22b].

Security-centric [MAB22].

SecDaSc [ARFA21].

Seed [DT22b].

segment [FX22].

segmental [KK23S, SBS22].


segregation [AYH+22].

Seismic [LML+23, GLRB21].

SeisSol [DGB24].

seizures [AHT+20].

select [CdRNB23, DRM22b, MKRK23].

selecting [AEMS24, SVD22a].

selection [ASAAAA22, APM+21, Anb22, AV22b, BDK22, BD22, BBD24, BC23b, BA24, BPK24, CU22, CKKK20, CEN22, CSC22, Cob22, DDZ20, DT22b, ECI20, FEH22, Faz23, GWA+24, Gb23b, GRG+22, HK22a, HU22, HC22, HVX+22a, IAAA22, JB22a, JM22, KT22a, KJHM21, KK22e, KSS22, LM20, LLMX21, LM24, LLC+21b, MQUE21, MS21b, MS21c, MC20, NM23, NR23, NBHN22, OUG22, OE22b, O22, PKC+20, PKC+23a, Par22, RT22a, RK23b, RAK22, SG22a, SKB+20, SM22a, SPS23, SS22a, SV21, SS24, ST23c, SSK23b, SSDY20, SKS22, SM24c, SLH+20, SM23d, VY23, WZY+22, WER+23, WRE+23, WLY+22, WYLL24, XWM+21, YLZW23, YFF22, ZX20, ZZQ+22, ZLC+22, Zn21, DrdSc+21, rSD+23, vdSC21].

selection-integrated [Gin23b].

Selective [AG22, HM24, NJ22].

server-aid [TLX22]. Server-aided [CYDW20]. serverless
[DSJ24a, KSB23, LYF22, MK23, NRMB23]. servers
[LLR+21, MPG20, SZZ+22, YLJ22]. Service
[KEMZ22, LZW22a, SKRS21, ALR22, BC23a, BABLH21, Ben22, BJGF20, BKS22, BZK+21, CCCR21, CHL+24, CSC22, CD22, Dah23, DP22a, DCZ+22, DWY+21, DJGF21, EABZB21, FM20, FCZ20, GHRM21, GCP22, GWA+23, GWA+24, HK22a, HGHD22, HFC22, JMY21, KXL+21, KKV20, KQK20, KK23a, KABE+20, KLK23, LCR+24, LnJdl+22, LGZ+22, LSLY20, LXC+22a, LKXW23, NSK21, OO21, OO23a, PPA22, PPM+20, PKK21, PK22c, dQtZWS22, RR22, SB21, TK22a, VJ22, VCS+21, WRJ20, WLCW20, WWZ+22, WWD22, XHZ+21, XCY22, YFF22, ZLCS21, ZMLW23, Zhu22a]. Service-aware
[SKRS21, CD22]. service-based
[OO23a, PPM+20]. service-level
[BZK+21, KK23a]. Services
[HFFA20, Ano21-40, AYJ+22, CCM22a, CYDW20, DJ20, EKS20, GKLS23, HL20, dCJAadOD21, KKP20, LBA23, LSLY20, MS21b, MGGA20, PYC+20, PK23a, PR23, SZL+22, SB21, ASB23, WGLL23, dCMA23]. session
[AMAT22]. set
[AP22, AI22, AS23c, AD22c, BK22b, BK23, GKM22, INY+23, JAM24, KA22c, LHK22, MBH22, RMR+22, SM24a, SRL23, SYJL20, TWW+21, VS22c, WLY+22]. sets
[PMC+21]. settings
[KABE+20]. setups
[HXY20]. SEV
[ZCX+21]. SEV-Net
[ZCX+21]. severity
[BP23a, DS23a, OUG22, ZCX+21]. SFO
[SMM22]. SGD
[YBJ+23]. shading
[HHP23]. Shadja
[KG23]. shaming
[AC22]. Shamir
[DP22b]. Shanghai
[WZ20b, WZ21, WN23, WNZ24]. Shannon
[DS24b]. shaped
[KMB23]. shaping
[WLX21]. sharding
[NAR+22, TXT24, XHST20]. share
[DKK24]. shared
[BTP+21, BPT+23, CdOO+20, CKC22, CuD20, DLY+23, LWZY23, PR24, RBB22, TBT+21, WK20, XZL+20a]. shared-hidden-layer
[RRB22]. shared-memory
[CdOO+20]. Sharing
[RPM22, ARFA21, BVS20, FYH+21, Gha20, KRGG24, KRK21, KYP21, KTT22, LS32a, LMR22, LWL+23, LXLZ23, OT20, OO21, PM23a, RKMS24, SVB23, SSP22, VPB+23, XDH+20, ZSY+22b, ZML+23, ZHDW24]. shark
[LXC+22a]. Shasta
[RMS24]. shearlet
[AJK+23]. sheet
[WJLC21]. shepherd
[DS23a, GCS23, SSS23b]. shift
[Ano21-37, PS22a]. shifting
[SJZ21]. Ship
[SPHP21, LSL20, XCY+20]. shipment
[FMM22]. shoe
[MHL+20]. shop
[CZ24, LQZ+22, ZSX21]. shoplifting
[ASJ24]. shopping
[MRKY22]. shore
[DKC+21]. Short
[SMBR23, XZLZ23, YHOY22, ZCH+23, ATC23, BKK23, CL23, CU22, CÇ22c, CM21, DR22c, DM22d, HR22a, HZK+21, IIK+23, KTM+22, KHK22, Kab22, Kar22, KDC22, LK23, LWLZ20, PT22, PVRM22, SV22b, SMBM24, SWW22, SVD+22b, SHZY20, SM23b, YRY+23, YMW21, YW22, ZLCS21]. short-long
[YW22]. short-range
[SWK22]. Short-term
[SMBR23, XZLZ22, ZCH+23, ATC23, BKK23, CL23, CÇ22c, DM22d, IIK+23, KTM+22, Kar22, LWLZ20, SV22b, SMBM24, SVD+22b, SHZY20, SM23b, YRY+23, ZLCS21]. shortcuts
[LWZ+20]. shortest
[MY24, MGB+23, NQ21, SA22a]. shortest-path-based
[MY24]. Shorting
[KL23]. shot
Shuffled

[Abb23, BST⁺22, Mis22, WXS⁺23, XLX⁺21]. Si [DSYF22]. SI-EDTL [DSYF22].

Siamese [WLZ21a, ZLL⁺22]. Siamese-based [ZLL⁺22]. side

[GZ20, ZLYS21]. sided [GW20, MHL⁺20]. sign [RD23, SMD22a]. Signal

[RT22c, IDZ22, JCL⁺20, Kim21b, LLKS21, MK22a, PBD⁺21, TSB23].

signalized [AK22c]. signals

[AS20, BMZ22, DZC22, KZ21b, QZB⁺23, TA22b, TÖ21]. signature

[CCM22a, DZY22, DRMA22, GZC⁺21, KZ23, LGZ⁺22, SJ23b, VDL23].

signature-based [DRMA22, VDL23]. signatures [DGP20, HLC⁺21, RB22].

signboard [JHG23]. signcryption [JHS⁺21, PSB⁺20, QWW⁺22, SM24a].

significance [Kat23]. Sign [SK23, SK22]. silhouette [KWZ⁺21]. silicon


SimAS [MC20]. SIMCard [SC22b]. SIMD [FFL21, KML21]. similar

[Ano21g, SJA⁺22, UPGCA22]. similarity

[CLT⁺21, DPB22, EVVR21, GB23, HZY⁺21, KGGM22, PM22, RA21, RT22a, WLZ21a, WHH⁺20, YFP22, YHOY22, ZTF⁺20]. Simple

[INY⁺23, DT24, HCH⁺21, HHC⁺22, HLW⁺21, ZBY22]. SimpleSync

[ZQL⁺21]. simplex [KÖ22]. simplification [BJWY20]. simulated

[GMS⁺21, KT20, SBB21, SCP20, SB23b, XDL22]. Simulating

[BSEN20, HLO⁺21, QPS20]. Simulation

[ASAN22, JZB20, LAP23, MAAA22, AFBM⁺23, BEÖ23, CPYC21, CS21, DM22c, FZ23, FPA⁺20, GFGT21, GCSZ24, HPH⁺20, K22, LAK22, MBC23, MAG⁺20, MC20, NGOS22, PPM⁺20, SLLMTS⁺24, STJ⁺20, TWH⁺22, WSL21, WZL⁺22, WZ20b, Wri22, YK23, YSC⁺20, ZBY22, ZZZ⁺22].

simulation-assisted [MC20]. simulation-driven [NGOS22]. simulations

[GMS21, MNYN21, PBD⁺21, SPC⁺21, VCF20, XAC⁺20]. simulator

[TWW⁺22, WXH⁺22]. simultaneous [MS⁺20]. Single

[AN23, HMR24, HPCK22, LMM23, BST⁺22, GGCS20, HMK23, JCL⁺20, LFZ20, LYS21, Liq22, MHL⁺20, PP21, SAPC21, WXS⁺23, WZZ20].


Single-objective [HPCK22]. single-round [LYS21]. single-sided
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